Overview of funded and private pension systems
Coverage of the OECD Global Pension Statistics exercise
The compilation of metadata relating to pension statistics is an essential part of the Global Pension Statistics
project. Metadata allow for a better knowledge and understanding of the coverage of the OECD Global Pension
Statistics (GPS) database, its completeness and limits.
This file describes the different types of funded and private pension plans in each country. It provides the
statistical data coverage of the GPS exercise and a detailed description of the various funded and private pension
plans by country. Information in this file is collected from national sources, which are usually Pension Authorities,
National Statistical Offices, Central Banks and/or Ministries of Finance. Information in this document refers to
December 2019 or to the latest year available.
This file reports the financing vehicle and the type of each plan under “Type of fund” and “Type of plan”
respectively, following the OECD taxonomy. For more information on the OECD classification and taxonomy, see
the
OECD
Private
Pensions:
OECD
Classification
and
Glossary ,
available
at
www.oecd.org/dataoecd/0/49/38356329.pdf.
This file also compiles standardised information on some of the main features of pension plans, such as:
- whether the access to the plan can be linked to employment or professional activity (Yes/No);
- whether the employer can or has to contribute (Yes/No);
- whether the employer provides access to the (default) plan (Yes/No);
- whether the employer / social partners establish the plan (Yes/No);
- the benefit calculation: by reference to a formula based on the number of years of service and the salary, or by
reference to the contributions paid and return achieved with those contributions;
- the type of guarantee: benefit level, annuity purchase price, capital guarantee, fixed return, absolute minimum
return, relative minimum return, none (there can be a combination of several types of guarantee);
- the sharing of some risks (e.g. investment risk, interest rate risk, longevity risk) between: plan sponsor, and/or
active members, and/or deferred members, and/or pensioners -- there may however be no risk sharing at all;
- the guarantor: plan sponsor (i.e. the employer), the pension fund, an insurance company, or none.
More information on the OECD GPS project can be found at: http://www.oecd.org/daf/pensions/gps.
Further readings: OECD Pension Markets in Focus , available online at the following
http://www.oecd.org/daf/pensions/pensionmarkets.
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

X

X

X

X

X

X

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

Pension fund
Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
Pension fund
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

AUSTRALIA

X

X

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

None

Plan sponsor

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB hybrid-mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula (in the
case of DB
members/benefits) / by ref. Benefit level
to contributions paid (in the
case of DC members)

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Pension fund
Established under an agreement between the parties to an industrial award - usually an employer association/s
and a labour union/s. Multi-employer sponsored. Employer contributions comprise the mandatory 9.5%
contribution. Member may make voluntary contributions. Benefits generally lump-sum or allocated (accountOccupational trustee
based) pensions. Trustee comprised of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
managed superannuation Mostly DC funds but there are a small number of DB industry funds.
Pension fund
fund: industry
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

None

Plan sponsor

X

X

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Public sector
occupational pension
Australian Prudential plans, often compulsory
Regulatory Authority for public sector
employees
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)
Trustee managed public
offer superannuation
fund: retail funds

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB hybrid-mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula (in the
case of DB
members/benefits) or by
Benefit level
ref. to contributions paid (in
the case of DC members)

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Sponsored by government or government-owned entity. Some funded on emerging basis, some fully funded. Pension fund
Many are DB schemes and many pay lifetime pensions.
Public sector funds include funds under the trusteeship of a ‘not for profit’ RSE licensee and with a
government membership base. Public sector funds also include superannuation schemes established by a
Commonwealth, State or Territory law (known as exempt public sector superannuation schemes or EPSSS).
EPSSS entities are funded by respective state and federal governments. Non-EPSSS public sector funds
function much like other funds regulated by APRA where for DB members, the employer sponsor carries the Pension fund
investment risk. Like other APRA-regulated funds, Public Sector funds may also have DC and hybrid benefits
for which the member bears the investment risk.
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

None

Plan sponsor

DC pooled superannuation products sold commercially and competitively through intermediaries, including
master trusts (private pension investments) and personal superannuation products. Often sponsored by
Pension fund
financial institutions such as life insurance companies or banks. Member chooses investment option within the
fund and bears the investment risk.

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB hybrid-mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula (in the
case of DB
members/benefits) or by
Benefit level
ref. to contributions paid (in
the case of DC members)

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Mandatory
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

AUSTRALIA
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Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
ADMINISTRATIVE NATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
''X'' means (ABS)
COUNTRY data exists in
SOURCE
CATEGORY
DESCRIPTION
GPS

Trustee managed
superannuation fund:
small APRA funds

X

Superannuation
regulated by the employer,
prudential or
regulator,
have lessEither
than five
members
anddefined
are
Sponsored by a funds,
single non-government
group ofthat
employers.
defined
benefit,
operated
by
an
independent
trustee.
Can
pay
lump-sum
or
allocated
(account
based)
pension
benefits.
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.

TYPE OF FUND
(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Pension fund

Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managedmanaged
superannuation Superannuation entities with fewer than five members, all of whom must be trustees or directors of the
Trustee
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund:
corporate fund: self- trustee Board and involved in the management of the fund. These funds are regulated by the Australian
superannuation
For DC plans,
member's
benefit is dependent
theare
contributions
made members/Board
and net investment
earnings.
Taxation
Officea (i.e.
not prudentially
regulated).onAll
DC funds where
devise
the There Pension fund
managed superannuation is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
investment strategy and choose their investment options. They can pay lump-sum or allocated (accountfund (SMSFs)
the
active
members.
For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
based)
pension
benefits.
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

X

Trustee managed
superannuation fund:
approved deposit fund

X

A fund which has an approved trustee and into which eligible termination payouts received may be invested
until age 65.
For DC plans in Australia, there is no promised benefit level, and no risk sharing between members and
pensioners.

Pension fund

Retirement savings accounts (RSAs): these are non-trust-based superannuation accounts that are offered
Retirement savings
directly off the balance sheets of either life companies or Approved Deposit Taking Institutions (banks, credit
accounts (RSAs): capital
Bank / Inv. co.
unions, friendly societies). RSAs are governed by separate legislation (the Retirement Savings Account Act
guaranteed individual
managed funds
1997). The liabilities represented by these accounts are liabilities of the institutions concerned. DC products
savings account or policy
but the earnings are based solely on interest-bearing investments.

Balance of life office
statutory funds

AUSTRALIA

X

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Refers to assets held for superannuation or retirement purposes in statutory funds of life insurance companies,
excluding the assets held in life office statutory funds by superannuation entities. The balance of life office
Other
funds includes annuities and assets backing non-policyholder liabilities.

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected
Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Mandatory
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Mandatory
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Mandatory
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Capital guaranteed

None

Financial institution
operating the RSA

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

X

AUSTRIA

X

AUSTRALIA

DESCRIPTION

Independent legal entities with exclusive purpose of managing occupational pension plans. Retirement
Pension fund
Sponsored
a singleinnon-government
employer,
or group
employers. Either defined benefit, defined
benefits areby
managed
separate investment
and risk
sharingofgroups.
contribution,according
or hybrid.toEmployer
contributions
may
comprise
or exceed
9.5% contribution.
Established
the Pensionskassen
Act
in 1990.
Supervised
bythe
themandatory
Financial Market
Authority
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
(FMA).
comprise ofrules
equaland
numbers
of employer
and are
employee
representatives.
Investment
reporting
requirements
regulated
under the Pensionskassen Act .
Occupational trustee
For
hybrid
DB
accounts,
the
fund
sponsor
(i.e.
the
members’
employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation Pensionskassen can be single-employer or multi-employer.
for
the
DB
portion
of
the
member’s
account.
The
member
carries
the investment
risk for
the small
DC portion.
Pensionskassen
Pensionskassen can cover government workers. These funded arrangements
represent
a very
part of all Pension fund
fund: corporate
For DCfrom
plans,
a member'sworkers.
benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
claims
government
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the
members.
For DCatbenefits,
whether
active member
or allocated
member,
each member
Theactive
calculation
of benefits
the beginning
of retirement
is nearly
the samepension
for all kind
of contracts.
It is the
bears
the
risk
of
his/her
superannuation
account/investment.
amount of capital divided by a present value. Basis for the calculation of the present value is usually the PUCMethod (Projected-Unit-Credit-Method) or the entry-age-method, but the actuary can modify these methods. Pension fund
The actuary also modifies the mortality tables regarding the persons and risks under management.

X

X
Financial Market
Authority (FMA)
X

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

DB hybrid

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

Risk-sharing within
so called investment
Plan sponsor; Pension
and risk sharing
fund
groups; Plan
sponsor

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level, Minimum
yield guarantee

Risk-sharing within
so called investment Plan sponsor; Pension
and risk sharing
fund
groups

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Risk-sharing within
so called investment
None
and risk sharing
groups

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

None

Plan sponsor

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid Guaranteed interest rate

None

Insurance company

None

Plan sponsor

Occupational pension
plans provided by
insurance companies
(Betriebliche
Kollektivversicherung,
BVK)

Retirement benefits are managed in separate investment and risk sharing groups.
Established according to the amendment of the Insurance Supervision Act in 2005. Supervised by the
Financial Market Authority (FMA).
Investment rules and reporting requirements are regulated under the Insurance Supervision Act.

Direct commitments
(Direktzusagen )

Book reserves - The employer acts as the pension institution, making a direct pension promise financed by
book reserves. At least 50% of a company's book reserves must be secured by government bonds.

Book reserve / nonOccupational pension plan Voluntary
autonomous fund

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Direct insurance
(Direktversicherung )

Insurance contract between employer and insurance company in favour of employees. The employer acts as
policyholder, taking out an individual or group life insurance policy for the employee. Included in insurance
statistics.

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid Guaranteed interest rate

None

Insurance company

Support funds
(Unterstutzungskasse )

A pension reserve (autonomous legal entity) established by employers to finance plan benefits.

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Capital guarantee

None

Insurance company

Australian Prudential Pensionsversicherung
Personal annuity insurance contract with preferential tax treatment. PZV is a state-sponsored retirement
Regulatory Authority gem. §108b EStG, (PZV) provision offered by insurance companies. Included in insurance statistics.
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Benefit level

Benefit level
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

X

DESCRIPTION

Sponsored
single non-government
or defined
group ofbyemployers.
defined
benefit,
defined
Institutions by
foraoccupational
retirement employer,
provision, as
the law ofEither
27 October
2006
on the
contribution,oforinstitutions
hybrid. Employer
contributions
may comprise
or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
supervision
for occupational
retirement
provision.
Benefits2012
can be
pension,
lumptosums,
or pension
combinations
thereof.
Trustees for
arethe
independent
must in the
Before
it was
possible
include
promises
(for example
managersor
ofBoard
a company)
comprise
of
equal
numbers
of
employer
and
employee
representatives.
book reserves of the company itself. Since 2012, those pension promises have to be financed by way of a
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation pension fund or an insurance company. The pension provisions built up until 2012 can still be included in the
for
thereserves
DB portion
of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
book
of a company.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no riskhas
sharing
in DCsorts
plans.
Where
there are pensioners
in the
fund they are in a separate division/pool to
Instellingen voor
Belgium
different
of DB
occupational
pension plans,
namely:
the
active
members.
For
DC
benefits,
whether
active
member
or
allocated pension member, each member
bedrijfspensioenvoorzie - ‘Traditional’ Defined Benefit plans.
bears
the
risk
of
his/her
superannuation
account/investment.
ning, or institutions de - ‘Hybrid’ Defined Benefit plans, where the rate of return or a minimum return guarantee is specified in the
Pension fund
retraite professionnelle, plan rules. These pension plans take the form of a plan with a guaranteed rate of return credited to the
contributions or of a Cash Balance Plan.
or institutions for
occupational retirement - The Belgian social legislation also provides for other plans where the sponsor is contractually only
responsible for paying fixed contributions without any guarantee of return specified in the plan rules.
provision
Nevertheless, the Belgian social legislation imposes for such plans that the sponsor must guarantee a certain
level of return. This legal obligation is -as such- not part of the plan rules. Moreover, as far as employer
contributions are concerned, the minimum guaranteed return does not have to be financed at all times. It is
only when a plan member leaves the scheme and wants to transfer his pension entitlements or when a member
retires, that the employer has to pay a possible deficit (= the difference between the minimum guaranteed
return and the value of the pension account). This type of plans is considered as 'Hybrid' Defined Benefit plan
in the OECD taxonomy.

X

X

X

X

only the
VAPZNPproduct

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Financial Services
and Markets
Authority

X
Group insurance policy that acts as retirement pension scheme administered by life insurance companies.
Supervised by the National Bank of Belgium for the prudential aspects and by the Financial Services and
Markets Authority for the social aspects. Included in insurance statistics.
Before 2012 it was possible to include pension promises (for example for the managers of a company) in the
book reserves of the company itself. Since 2012, those pension promises have to be financed by way of a
pension fund or an insurance company. The pension provisions built up until 2012 can still be included in the
book reserves of a company.

AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM

X

X

X

X

X

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation Group life insurance
Office (ATO). Data schemes
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Belgium has different sorts of DB occupational pension plans, namely:
- ‘Traditional’ Defined Benefit plans.
- ‘Hybrid’ Defined Benefit plans, where the rate of return or a minimum return guarantee is specified in the Pension insurance
plan rules. These pension plans take the form of a plan with a guaranteed rate of return credited to the
contract
contributions or of a Cash Balance Plan.
- The Belgian social legislation also provides for other plans where the sponsor is contractually only
responsible for paying fixed contributions without any guarantee of return specified in the plan rules.
Nevertheless, the Belgian social legislation imposes for such plans that the sponsor must guarantee a certain
level of return. This legal obligation is -as such- not part of the plan rules. Moreover, as far as employer
contributions are concerned, the minimum guaranteed return does not have to be financed at all times. It is
only when a plan member leaves the scheme and wants to transfer his pension entitlements or when a member
retires, that the employer has to pay a possible deficit (= the difference between the minimum guaranteed
return and the value of the pension account). This type of plans is considered as 'Hybrid' Defined Benefit plan
in the OECD taxonomy.

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB hybrid

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

absolute minimum return,
By ref. to contributions paid relative minimum return,
fixed return

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula or by
ref. to contributions paid

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active and deferred
None
members

Personal pension plans (for
Voluntary
self-employed persons)

DC protected

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Capital guarantee

Active and deferred
Pension fund
members

Personal pension plans

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active and deferred
None
members

Occupational pension
plans

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

None

Plan sponsor

Occupational pension
plans

Voluntary

DB hybrid

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

absolute minimum return,
By ref. to contributions paid relative minimum return,
fixed return

Plan sponsor and
active members

Plan sponsor

Occupational pension
plans

Voluntary

DB mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula or by
ref. to contributions paid

Occupational pension
plans

Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active and deferred None or the insurance
members
company

Personal pension plans (for
Voluntary
self-employed persons)

DC protected

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Capital guarantee

Active and deferred
Insurance company
members

Personal pension plans

DC unprotected

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active and deferred
None
members

Voluntary

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Plan sponsor and
active members

Plan sponsor

Benefit level in combination
with a minimum or fixed
None
return

Benefit level

Benefit level in combination
with a minimum or fixed
None
return

Plan sponsor

Plan sponsor

BELGIUM
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

Collective pension
savings account

Sponsored
by a single
non-government
employer,
or group
of employers.
Either defined benefit, defined
Collective pension
savings
account (held
in collective
investment
institutions).
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
Individual pension
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
savings accounts branche 21 life insurance is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

X

X

Financial Services
and Markets
Authority

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund

Pension insurance
contract

These personal plans that are based on defined contribution provide an additional retirement income in the
Individual pension
form of capital or annuities with fiscal incentives to keep until the age of 60. There exist 3 types: branche 21
savings accounts Bank / Inv. co.
branche 23 life insurance life insurance, branche 23 life insurance and fonds d'épargne-pension/pensioenspaarfonds.
managed fund
Individual pension
savings accounts - fonds
d'épargnepension/pensioenspaarfon
ds

X

AUSTRALIA

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

None

Capital guarantee and fixed
None
return

None

Insurance company
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X

AUSTRALIA
CANADA

Statistics Canada;
Trusteed Pension
Funds surveys

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Registered pension plans (RPPs) operated under a trust agreement; pension funds administered under federal
Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
or provincial legislation; pension funds held by a pension corporation or pension funds society; pension funds
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
held by insurance companies for investment management only. They can administer traditional DB plans.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
They include flat benefit plans, career average plans and final average plans.
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
- Flat benefit plan: monthly pension is a specified dollar amount of pension for each year of service.
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation - Career average plans: pension is calculated as a percentage of an employee's earnings over the course of
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
his/her career (while participating).
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There Pension fund
- Final average plans: pension is calculated as a percentage of an employee's earnings over a stated period of
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
time, often an average of the best 5/(3) consecutive years of earnings in the last 10/(5) years of employment.
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
The security of the benefit is dependent of the plan sponsor's ability to pay the required funding level.
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
Financial limitations or insolvency of the sponsor may jeopardize the required funding. In order to rebalance
the funding, a plan administrator may opt to increase active member contributions, increase employer
contributions, reduce the value of future active member benefit accruals or reduce ancillary benefits for past
service.
Employer sponsored
registered pension plans
(RPPs) - Trusteed

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

Plan sponsor, active
members, deferred
Plan sponsor
members,
pensioners

DB tier: Benefit level
DC tier: None

Plan sponsor, active
members, deferred DB tier: Plan sponsor
members,
DC tier: None
pensioners

X

Registered pension plans (RPPs) operated under a trust agreement; pension funds administered under federal
or provincial legislation; pension funds held by a pension corporation or pension funds society; pension funds Pension fund
held by insurance companies for investment management only. They can administer hybrid/mixed DB plans.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB hybrid-mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DB tier: By ref. to a
formula
DC tier: By ref. to
contributions paid

X

Registered pension plans (RPPs) operated under a trust agreement; pension funds administered under federal
or provincial legislation; pension funds held by a pension corporation or pension funds society; pension funds
held by insurance companies for investment management only. They can administer unprotected DC plans
where the income that plan members will receive at retirement is not pre-determined. Pension at retirement is
Pension fund
whatever amount the contributions, plus investment returns, will purchase at retirement. Retiring plan
members have the option of purchasing Life Annuity (sold through life insurance companies), Life Income
Fund (LIF) or a Locked-In Retirement Fund (LRIF). LRIF is similar to LIF, but it is subject to a different
maximum payout formula.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid

X

X

X

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics Employer sponsored
Statistics Canada;
registered pension plans
(ABS)
Pension Satellite
(RPPs) - Other
Account (PSA)
(Insurance)

Pension insurance
contract

RPPs operated under an insurance company contract including Deferred profit sharing plans (DPSP):
Government of Canada annuities.
Various models (DC unprotected, DB, DB hybrid-mixed).
The amount of annuity payment is based on a number of factors. These include : interest rates, amount
deposited, age of the recipient, duration of payment and the options taken (guaranteed benefit, survivor
benefit, indexation, etc.)

Pension insurance
contract

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

DB hybrid-mixed (e.g.
Yes
DB underpin plans)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Predetermined annuity
amount

None

None

None

Insurance company
after the purchase of
contract

None

Insurance company
when plan sponsors
purchase a buy-out
annuity contract to derisk a part of their
pension obligations

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

By ref. to a formula or by
ref. to contributions paid

Depends on the plan. Some
offer the greater of a
benefit level (floor) and
annuity contract (if it
None
provides higher benefit
payments). Some stack the
benefits of the DB and the
DC component

Plan sponsor, or
insurance company
when an annuity
contract is purchased
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

X

AUSTRALIA

X

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

Statistics Canada;
Pension Satellite
Account (PSA)

Statistics Canada;
Pension Satellite
Account (PSA)

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Employer sponsored
registered pension plans
(RPPs) - Consolidated
revenue funds

A financing arrangement for RPP sponsored by the public sector where most of the money from contributions
Sponsored
single non-government
or group
of employers.
Eitherfordefined
defined
is paid into by
theaconsolidated
revenues ofemployer,
the appropriate
government
and used
generalbenefit,
government
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
expenditures.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DCisplans,
a member's
benefit is dependent
on the contributions
madelicensed
and net investment
There
PRPPs
a defined
contribution-style
plan administered
by a corporation
to act as anearnings.
administrator.
Pooled registered
is no risk
sharing has
in DC
therebyare
pensioners
in the
they are
in a separate
division/pool
to
PRPP
legislation
/ isplans.
being Where
developed
relevant
federal
andfund
provincial
pension
supervisory
authorities.
pension plan (PRPP)
the active
For been
DC benefits,
active member
or allocated
member,
Only
a fewmembers.
PRPPs have
set up inwhether
one provincial
jurisdiction.
To date, pension
PRPP data
has noteach
beenmember
collected.
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

Personal registered
retirement saving plans
(RRSPs)

A capital accumulation programme designed to encourage saving for retirement. Contributions are taxdeductible within prescribed limits.
Include group registered retirement savings plans (group RRSPs).
Reported data for Personal registered retirement savings plans (RRSPs) include both individual RRSP
accounts not linked to employment, as well individual RRSP accounts facilitated by an employer through a
Group RRSP.

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Book reserve / nonOccupational pension plan Voluntary
autonomous fund

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Pension fund / Bank
managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund

Benefit level

None

Employer

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary
(Members'
perspective)

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Pension fund
Pension insurance
contract
Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CHILE

X

Superintendence of
Pensions (SP)

X

AUSTRALIA
COLOMBIA

DESCRIPTION

Personal Pension Plans managed by private exclusive business companies called AFP. Each AFP can manage
up to five types of funds. Mandatory defined contributions equivalent to 10% of monthly salary for
Pension fund
Sponsored
single non-government
employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
employees by
andavoluntary
for self-employed.
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
Same as mandatory part, only that contributions are voluntary and set by the participant. Contributions are tax
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
exempt up to a limit. Any individual can make voluntary contributions without the need to have a job or
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
Pension
Voluntary professional activity. However, the tax-benefit of the contributions of the voluntary savings are for labourPension fund
managedFunds:
superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
earnings. Thus, if unemployed workers make contributions to their voluntary plans, they would not get the tax
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
benefit. Employers can make voluntary contributions in the so called employer-agreed deposits.
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the
of his/her
superannuation
account/investment.
Other
fundrisk
managers
(Mutual
funds, banks,
insurance companies among others) may offer voluntary pension
Pension Funds: Voluntary
Pension fund
plans, but the provided statistics only include those offered by AFPs.
Pension Funds:
Mandatory

X

CZECH REPUBLIC

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

X
Superintendencia
Australian Prudential
Financiera de
Regulatory Authority
Colombia (SFC),
(APRA) and
(Source: Law
Australian Taxation
100/1993)
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected
Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Relative minimum return

None

Pension fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Relative minimum return

None

Pension fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Relative minimum return

None

Pension fund

Collective Voluntary
Pension Saving

Another saving mechanism established by Law in 2008 is the Collective Voluntary Pension Saving system, in
which savings made by workers are complemented by a contribution from their employers. This system also
has tax benefits as in the case of Voluntary Pension Saving. The contributions are made to a personal account Pension fund
(combining the worker contribution and the employer contribution to the worker). The benefit guarantee is the
same as for mandatory savings.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid Relative minimum return

None

Pension fund

Collective Voluntary
Pension Saving

Other fund managers (Mutual funds, banks, insurance companies among others) may offer voluntary pension
plans, but the provided statistics only include those offered by AFPs. There is no relative minimum return
Pension fund
when the plans are offered by institutions other than the AFPs. This guarantee applies only to pension fund
plans.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Privately managed DC
individual account
system; private DC
scheme

Managed by all pension fund managers which exist in Colombia. These plans are Defined contribution.
Several pay-out options are possible such as:
- invalidity pension payment;
- survival pension payment;
- immediate payment annuity;
- programmed retirement;
Pension fund
- programmed retirement with deferred annuity payment.
By law, employers must enrol every employee in a mandatory pension plan. Nevertheless, advice on which
fund each employee can choose is a duty that pension fund administrators must carry out. Members are
guaranteed a relative minimum return. This return is calculated with the average returns of all the AFPs and a
reference component. The latter is made up by the returns of a reference portfolio and the returns of some
market indices.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

National Government
through the Minimum
Pension Guarantee
Fund

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to contributions paid Relative minimum return

Active members and
pensioners in the
Programmed
Retirement Fund

X

Employers, employees, self-employed and persons who receive any kind of income can make voluntary
Private pension personal contributions to an individual account if they wish so. Each member enters into an agreement with the pension
Pension fund
plans
fund administrator on how s/he wishes to receive those funds. The benefit can be received as a lump sum or
the member can choose if s/he wishes to receive it periodically.

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active members

None

X

Defined contribution systems.
Pension company can manage transformed funds.
Personal pension plans in
Employers can contribute to participants' accounts; contributions bring tax advantages; the state contribution
transformed funds
is added to clients’ accounts if the conditions required by law are met.
Entry is closed for new participants.

Pension fund
managed by pension
management
company

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Capital guarantee

None

Pension management
company

Defined contribution systems.
Pension company can manage participants funds. Pension company has to set up a conservative participants
fund obligatorily. Then it can offer another participants fund or more funds with different investment
strategies. Participants may choose how to distribute their contributions among offered participants funds or
Personal pension plans in
they can choose only one of the funds. The choice of distribution to participants fund or more funds can be
participants funds
changed.
Employers can contribute to participants' accounts; contributions bring tax advantages; the state contribution
is added to clients’ accounts if the conditions required by law are met.
Voluntary entry.

Pension fund
managed by pension
management
company

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Czech National Bank
Ministry of Finance

X
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

X

X

X

X

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Autonomous legal entities, independent from the company where beneficiaries are employed, and which
administer company pension plans. (Most company pension plans are, however, held in insurance companies,
Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
while some are managed by banks.)
Company pension funds contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Pension fund
Company pension funds are related to and sponsored by a specific company. The plans are normally DB with
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
a formula for benefit payments which is based on the end-salary. Only very few (and small) funds are left. All
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
are closed to new members. Company pension funds are IORP-regulated.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
Pension insurance
Earnings-related
pensions.
Incorporated
into collective
wage agreements
and employees
the active members.
For DC
benefits, whether
active member
or allocatedbetween
pensionemployers
member, each
member
working in the same industry or field of activity. Levels of contributions depend on income. (Labour market contract
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
General pension funds
pensions can also be managed by specialised life insurance companies).
General pension funds are mutually owned pension funds often related to education and often related to trade
unions. They are Solvency II regulated.
Pension insurance
contract

Earnings-related pensions. Incorporated into collective wage agreements between employers and employees
Specialised life insurance working in the same industry or field of activity. Contributions from employers and employees depend on
companies
income. Data included in "Pension funds held in life insurance companies". Specialised life insurance
companies are commercial pension providers that are Solvency II-regulated.

X

DENMARK
AUSTRALIA

X

X

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Company pension plans
in pension funds held in Company pension plans. Data included in "Specialised life insurance companies".
life insurance companies

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula Normally as a fixed % of
end salary

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

None

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fixed nominal minimum
By ref. to contributions
average return (the
paid, obtained investment guarantee ensures an
result and guarantees issued average return over the
savings period).

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid
and obtained investment
None
result

None

None

None

Insurance company

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fixed nominal minimum
By ref. to contributions
average return (the
paid, obtained investment guarantee ensures an
result and guarantees issued average return over the
savings period).

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid
and obtained investment
None
result

None

None

Yes

Fixed nominal minimum
By ref. to contributions
average return (the
paid, obtained investment guarantee ensures an
result and guarantees issued average return over the
savings period).

None

Pension fund

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid
and obtained investment
None
result

None

None

None

Pension fund

None

None

Pension insurance
contract

Pension insurance
contract

X

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
Pension insurance
are also compiled by
contract
Danish
Financial
the Australian
Supervisory
Bureau of Statistics
Individual plans in
Individual plans. Data included in "Specialised life insurance companies".
Authority
(ABS)
pension funds held in life The pension saver normally agrees with his/her employer that the latter pays part of the salary into a pension
insurance companies
plan.

X

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC protected

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Fixed nominal minimum
By ref. to contributions
average return (the
paid, obtained investment guarantee ensures an
result and guarantees issued average return over the
savings period).

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to contributions paid
and obtained investment
None
result

DENMARK
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Danish Financial
Supervisory
Authority

''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

X

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

Company pension plans
in pension funds held in
banks

DESCRIPTION

Company pension plans.

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund

Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Individual plans. The pension saver can either agree with his/her employer that the latter pays a part of the
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
salary into a pension plan and gets a tax deduction (ETT-system) or the pension saver can (for small amounts)
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
make individual bank pension savings of taxed income (TTE-system).
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
Individual plans in
managed superannuation The bank pension saving is a pure saving product. No guarantee is offered neither in the accumulation phase Bank / Inv. co.
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
pension funds held in
fund: corporate
or in the payout phase. All risk is borne by the saver. The payout period is 10-30 years (optional). Each year managed fund
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
banks
the paid amount is adjusted according to the net asset value and the remaining pay-out period. There is also
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
no risk sharing when it comes to longevity. When the retiree dies, the remaining amount in the account is
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
given to the heirs.
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid
and obtained investment
None
result

None

None

None

None

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid
and obtained investment
None
result

X

ATP covers all wage-earners in Denmark. Benefits are financed by contributions from employers and wageearners. ATP contributions are also levied on social benefit paid in cash. ATP is a statutory pension scheme
established by law in 1964. It is also the name of the independent, self-sufficient institution which administers
Supplementary earningsATP. ATP and LD (public-sector pension fund) are included in private pension funds.
related pension Scheme
Pension fund
Employers collect the monthly payments from the salary and transfer these payments to ATP.
(ATP)
All risk for falling below the guaranteed minimum return due to investment risk, interest rate risk, longevity
risks is with ATP (the pension company). If the return stays above the guaranteed minimum return, then the
members are sharing investment risk, interest rate risk and longevity risk.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Mandatory

DC protected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions
paid, obtained investment Absolute minimum return
result and guarantees issued

None

Pension fund

X

LD was founded at the end of the 1970s with the object of managing "frozen cost-of-living allowances". As
Employee capital pension part of the automatic indexation of wages to cover the cost of living, these allowances should have been paid
Pension fund
fund (LD Pensions)
to employees to offset inflation. However, the government decided to pay them as a supplementary lump sum
pension upon retirement. LD is a statutory pension scheme.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid
and obtained investment
None
result

None

None

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC protected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid

None

Insurance company

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

X

ESTONIA
AUSTRALIA

ADMINISTRATIVE NATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

X

X

X

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
Mandatory funded
(APRA) and
pension
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
Ministry of Finance
(ABS)

Individual, defined contribution pension funds. Financed by state social tax (4%) and individual contribution
(2%). Administrated by private pension fund management companies. Outpayments are mainly in form of
annuities, but in some cases also as lump sum or programmed withdrawals.
If the accrued sum has grown to be more than 50 times the rate of the national pension (175.94 euros in
2017), a pension contract must be concluded with an insurer for lifetime payments from the insurance
company. The insurance company can provide guaranteed interest rate for annuities.

Individual, defined contribution pension funds or pension insurance contracts. Administrated by private
investment fund management companies or insurance companies. Voluntary pension funds are unprotected
DC plans. Voluntary pension insurance contracts can be either protected (guaranteed investment return) or
Voluntary funded pension
unprotected DC plans.
Only insurance companies can offer guaranteed investment return. There are no other rules or restrictions in
law, so insurance companies can choose the guarantee they offer in the contracts.

Pension fund

Guaranteed investment
return

Pension fund/Pension
insurance contract
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

The earnings-related
statutory pension
provisions for private
sector workers and
seamen
Occupational trustee

X

managed superannuation
fund: corporate
Company pension funds
and industry-wide
pension funds

X

Group pension insurance
contracts in life insurance
companies
Book reserve pension
plans

FINLAND

X

Ministry of Social
Affairs and Health
Statistics Finland

DESCRIPTION

They are administered by pension insurance companies, company pension funds, industry-wide pension funds
or
separate by
pension
institutions.
This category
includes
the pension
plans regulated
by thebenefit,
Employees'
Sponsored
a single
non-government
employer,
or group
of employers.
Either defined
defined
Pensions
Act
(TyEL),
by
other
employment
pension
laws
for
specific
groups
of
workers
and
by
the
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Pension fund
Seamen´s
Pension
Act
.
The
plans
are
partially
funded
and
partially
PAYG-system.
They
are
part
of the social
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
security
The
pension
areand
stated
in the relevant
acts and the contributions are stated by the
comprisesystem.
of equal
numbers
ofbenefits
employer
employee
representatives.
administrative
orders
by
the
Ministry.
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Employer or insurance
company

for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
Forstatutory
DC plans,
a member's pension
benefit is
dependent
on entire
the contributions
made andthe
net voluntary
investmentoccupational
earnings. There
As
occupational
plans
cover the
working population,
and
is
no
risk
sharing
in
DC
plans.
Where
there
are
pensioners
in
the
fund
they
are
in
a
separate
division/pool
personal pension plans are supplementary only. They are mainly used for lowering the retirement age and to
for Pension fund
the
active
For of
DColder
benefits,
whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
raising
themembers.
pension level
age groups.
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Employer

The employer may offer an extra pension insurance to cover all employees or a group of them. The employer Pension insurance
acts as policyholder.
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Insurance company

Sums entered in the balance sheet of the employer as reserves or provisions for pension plan benefits. Some
assets may be held in separate accounts for the purpose of financing benefits.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Employer

The plans are traditional with-profit policies. The employer pays the premiums of the policy.
Some key persons of a company get this kind of benefit.
Policyholders are guaranteed a certain level of benefit by the insurance company. The return to the
Pension insurance
policyholders will be increased through additional periodic distributions whose amounts are not determined in contract
advance, but are determined from time to time by the insurance company, depending on the result of the
company.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to contributions paid Benefit level

None

Insurance company

The plans are unit-linked.
The employer pays the premiums of the policy.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Benefit level

None

Insurance company

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Book reserve/ nonautonomous fund

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension
insurance contracts in life Individuals open personal annuity insurance contract with preferential tax treatment. The plans are traditional
with-profit policies.
insurance companies
Policyholders are guaranteed a certain level of benefit by the insurance company. The return to the
Pension insurance
policyholders will be increased through additional periodic distributions whose amounts are not determined in contract
advance, but are determined from time to time by the insurance company, depending on the result of the
company.

X

AUSTRALIA

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Pension insurance
Individuals open personal annuity insurance contract with preferential tax treatment. The plans are unit-linked.
contract
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

X

AUSTRALIA
FRANCE

X

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Compulsory plans for employees in terms of adhesion and for the employer in terms of contribution as soon
Sponsored
by adopted
a single non-government
group of or
employers.
defined
benefit,
Article 83
as it has been
in the entreprise employer,
(collectiveor
agreement
employerEither
decision).
Since
2010,defined
employees
contribution,
orand
hybrid.
Employer
contributions
can
voluntarily
individually
contribute
to themay
plan.comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
This
collective
voluntary
plan is
based
on defined
contribution
(exclusively
the employer)
provide
an
For DC
plans, aand
member's
benefit
dependent
on the
contributions
made andfrom
net investment
earnings.
There
Article 82
additional
retirement
income
to
the
employees
of
an
entreprise.
Employees
can
get
professional
annuities
or
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to a
capital
as soon
as pillar
becomes
payable.
the active
members.
Forpension
DC benefits,
whether
active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Insurance company
Capital guarantee (optional)
(euro funds) / active
By ref. to contributions paid + other optional biometric
Insurance company
members (unitguarantees (e.g. disability)
linked)

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Capital guarantee (optional)
By ref. to contributions paid + other optional biometric None
guarantees (e.g. disability)

Insurance company

Insurance company
Capital guarantee (optional)
(euro funds) / active
By ref. to contributions paid + other optional biometric
Insurance company
members (unitguarantees (e.g. disability)
linked)
Insurance company
Capital guarantee (optional)
(euro funds) / active
By ref. to contributions paid + other optional biometric
Insurance company
members (unitguarantees (e.g. disability)
linked)

X

Plan d'épargne retraite
entreprise (PERE)

Compulsory plans for employees in terms of adhesion and for employers in terms of contribution as soon as it
Pension insurance
has been adopted in the entreprise. Employees can voluntarily and individually contribute to the plan. 2010
contract
law modification for "article 83" might make this plan obsolete.

X

Madelin

This individual insurance plan based on defined contribution provides an additional retirement income to selfPension insurance
employed workers (except farmers), in the form of professional annuities. An annual contribution is
contract
compulsory.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

X

"Exploitants agricoles"
contract

This individual insurance plan based on defined contribution provides an additional retirement income to self- Pension insurance
employed farmers, in form of professional annuities. An annual contribution is compulsory.
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Capital guarantee (optional)
By ref. to contributions paid + other optional biometric None
guarantees (e.g. disability)

Insurance company

X

PREFON, FONPEL,
CAREL-MUDEL, etc.

These individual insurance plans based on defined contribution provide additional retirement incomes to civilPension insurance
servants (PREFON) or local government representatives (FONPEL, CAREL-MUDEL) in form of
contract
professional annuities.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Annuity purchase price.
The active members buy
By ref. to contributions paid
None
"points", converted into life
annuity at retirement date.

Insurance company

X

Plan d’épargne retraite
collective (PERCO)

Funded occupational pension plan, based on defined contributions. The plan is voluntary and contributions
come both from the employer and the employee. It provides to employees an additional retirement income in Pension fund
form of capital or professional annuities.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to contributions paid None

None

None

This collective occupational plan is based on defined benefits. The company pays out employee benefits
directly and makes provision for them in its own account. The benefits can be additional (additional retirement
income for the employee) or differential (a pension level is determined and guaranteed for the employee).
Pension insurance
The benefits are not always guaranteed to the employee in case of departure of the company before
contract
retirement (depends on the contract).
In most of the plans, the assets are held by an insurance company.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

None

Plan sponsor /
Insurance company

X

Direction de la
Australian Prudential
recherche,
des
Regulatory
études,
de Authority
(APRA) andet des
l'évaluation
Australian Taxation
statistiques
(DREES) Article 39
Office
Data
for
data(ATO).
on
are also compiled by
beneficiaries.
the Australian
Autorité
de Contrôle
Bureau
of Statistics
des
Assurances
et
(ABS)
des
Mutuelles
(ACAM) for
financial data.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Defined benefit level
(annuity)
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FRANCE

Direction de la
recherche, des
''X'' means études, de
COUNTRY data exists in l'évaluation et des
SOURCE
CATEGORY
GPS
statistiques (DREES)
for data on
beneficiaries.
Autorité de Contrôle
des Assurances et
des Mutuelles
Indemnités de fin de
(ACAM) for
X
carrière (IFC)
financial data.

X

AUSTRALIA

X

TYPE OF FUND
DESCRIPTION

When retiring, any employee receives money from his/her company. The amount depends on the seniority and
the
amount by
of athe
salary
and whether the
retirement
an employee
or employer
initiative.
Sponsored
single
non-government
employer,
or is
group
of employers.
Either defined
benefit, defined
The
assets
can
either
be
in
the
books
of
the
employers
and/or
held
by
an
insurance
company.
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
Some
employees
can voluntarily
fromthe
working
life employer)
and benefitultimately
from professional
annuities
until risk
For hybrid
DB accounts,
the fundwithdraw
sponsor (i.e.
members’
carries the
investment
managed
Preretraitesuperannuation retirement,
These plans
can The
be adopted
a collective
agreement
a simple
for the DB under
portionconditions.
of the member’s
account.
memberwith
carries
the investment
risk or
forwith
the DC
portion.
fund: corporate
employer
decision.
For DC plans,
a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
This individual insurance plan based on defined contribution provides an additional retirement income in the
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
Plan d'épargne retraite
form of professional annuities, payable as soon as pillar pension becomes payable. Since 2006, it is possible
populaire (PERP)
to get back the capital in case of first time home purchase.

This individual insurance plan based on defined contribution provides an additional retirement income to exservicemen/women card holders, war victimes, etc. The beneficiaries receive annuities, as soon as pillar
pension becomes payable.

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Defined Benefit level
(capital)

None

Plan sponsor

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

Insurance company
Capital guarantee (optional)
(euro funds) / active
By ref. to contributions paid + other optional biometric
Insurance company
members (unitguarantees (e.g. disability)
linked)

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

Capital guarantee (optional)
By ref. to contributions paid + other optional biometric None
guarantees (e.g. disability)

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

Insurance company
Capital guarantee (optional)
(euro funds) / active
By ref. to contributions paid + other optional biometric
Insurance company
members (unitguarantees (e.g. disability)
linked)

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to contributions paid None

Yes

Insurance company
Capital guarantee (optional)
(euro funds) / active
By ref. to contributions paid + other optional biometric
Insurance company
members (unitguarantees (e.g. disability)
linked)

X

Retraite Mutualiste du
Combattant (RMC)

X

Plan d'épargne retraite
individuel (PER
individuel)

X

Plan d'épargne retraite
Funded occupational pension plan, based on defined contributions. The plan is voluntary and contributions
d'entreprise collectif
come both from the employer and the employee. It provides to employees an additional retirement income in Pension fund
(PER entreprise collectif) form of capital or professional annuities.

X

Plan d'épargne retraite
d'entreprise obligatoire
Australian Prudential (PER entreprise
Regulatory Authority obligatoire)
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

This individual insurance plan based on individual defined contribution provides an additional retirement
income in the form of professional annuities or capital, payable as soon as pillar pension becomes payable.

Compulsory plans for employees in terms of adhesion and for the employer in terms of contribution as soon
as it has been adopted in the entreprise (collective agreement or employer decision). Employees can
voluntarily and individually contribute to the plan.

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

None

Insurance company

None
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

X

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
Pension fund
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Benefits
can be pension,
lump sums,for
orOccupational
combinationsRetirement
thereof. Trustees
are independent
or entities
Board must
Bundesanstalt für
These undertakings
are Institutions
Provision.
Both are legal
independent
Pensionskassen and
comprise
of
equal
numbers
of
employer
and
employee
representatives.
Finanzdienstleistungs- Occupational trustee
from the sponsoring employers which provide retirement benefits. Pensionskassen have more similarities
Pensionsfonds
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
aufsicht (BaFin)
managed superannuation with life insurance companies whereas Pensionsfonds must not provide insurance-like benefit promises.
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
Pension fund
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
Pension insurance
contract

AUSTRALIA

GERMANY

Direct insurance
(Direktversicherung)

Insurance contract between employer and insurance company in favour of employees. The employer acts as
policy holder, taking out an individual or group life insurance policy for the employee. Included in insurance
statistics.

Pension insurance
contract

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Different types of
guarantees

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

Different types of
guarantees

Plan sponsor/active Combination of plan
members/deferred sponsor and pension
members/pensioners fund

Combinations of
active
members/deferred None
members/pensioners
possible
Plan sponsor/active Combination of plan
members/deferred sponsor and insurance
members/pensioners company

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Combinations of
active
members/deferred None
members/pensioners
possible

Support funds
(Unterstützungskasse)

Due to tax reasons the “Unterstützungskasse” cannot be fully funded and offers no direct entitlement for the
employee.

Book reserve / nonOccupational pension plan Voluntary
autonomous fund

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Employer

Direct commitments
(Direktzusagen )

Book reserves: the employer acts as the pension institution, making a direct pension promise financed by
book reserves.

Book reserve / nonOccupational pension plan Voluntary
autonomous fund

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Employer

Pension insurance
contract

Australian Prudential Riester pension
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Basis pension

Riester pension products (named after a former Minister of Labour): Pension insurance contract, investment
fund savings plans, bank savings plans, “Wohn-Riester”. Officially introduced on 1 January 2002.

Bank savings plan /
Investment fund
savings plan
Home loan and
savings contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

Active
members/deferred
members/pensioners
or none depending Pension provider
on the particular
Riester pension
product.

No

By ref. to contributions paid Capital guarantee

No

Active
members/deferred
At least a certain minimum members/pensioners
By ref. to contributions paid benefit level is guaranteed or none depending Pension provider
during the payout phase.
on the particular
Basis pension
product.

Saving plan with
additional shares in a
cooperative

The main Basis pension products are pension insurance contracts and investment fund savings plans. The
target group of the product is the self-employed in general.

Pension insurance
contract
Investment fund
savings plan

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No
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TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

X

Ministry of Labour,
Social Security and
Social Solidarity

AUSTRALIA

GREECE

X

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

These plans come under the supervision of the Ministry of Labour, Social Security and Social Solidarity and
Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
the technical supervision of the National Actuarial Authority. The supervision of investment regulations
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Pension fund
comes under the Hellenic Capital Market Commission. The purpose of occupational pension funds is to
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
provide supplementary insurance protection to their members and beneficiaries, in addition to that provided
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
by mandatory social insurance, against the risks of old age, death, invalidity, industrial accident, sickness,
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
Occupational
pension
interruption of employment etc. These funds provide retirement benefits in kind or in cash that are paid as
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
funds
monthly annuities or as a lump sum and operate on a funded basis. All funds do not offer any investment
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
return or benefit guarrantees or promises covering the whole funds.
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
There are four occupational funds which are running mandatory schemes. These funds were modified and
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
were converted in 2013 from public pay-as-you-go (PAYG) system to an occupational pension scheme
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
Pension fund
funded system. The provided benefits are not guaranteed. Occupational pension funds are currently
implementing a financing schedule to cover accrued liabilities before 2013.

These are set up by employers or other associations for their employees or their members by virtue of an
Pension insurance
insurance contract. They take the form of a Defined Contribution or a Defined Benefit scheme. The funds are
contract
managed by an insurance undertaking, which may or may not guarantee specific investment yields.

Bank of Greece

Group pension plan

Bank of Greece

Simple personal pension It is a simple personal pension product. Benefits and premiums are determined in an insurance contract and
plan
they are fixed

Bank of Greece

Personal pension plan
with profit sharing

It is a simple personal pension product. Benefits and premiums are determined in an insurance contract. The
benefit consists of a fixed amount plus an amount with is linked to the investment performance of the assets
backing these contracts

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
Bank
of Greece
(APRA)
and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
Bank
(ABS)of Greece

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active members,
deferred members,
pensioners

None

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active members,
deferred members,
pensioners

None

Plan sponsor or
Any type of guarantee may active members or
be provided
pensioners, or a
combination thereof

Plan sponsor or
insurance company or a
combination thereof or
none

Personal plans

Voluntary

DC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula or by
ref. to contributions paid

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to a formula or
fixed determined in the
contract

Benefit level

None

Insurance company

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to a formula or
fixed determined in the
contract

Benefit level

None

Insurance company

Personal pension plan
with investment returns
(unit-linked)

It is a personal pension product, the benefits of which are linked to the investment yield of the assets of each
Pension insurance
policy, normaly held into separate accounts. Premiums may fixed or flexible.
contract
These Unit-linked products have very limited guarantees, or none at all.

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None or limited guarantees None

Insurance company or
none

Personal pension plan
with investment returns
(unit-linked)

It is a personal pension product, the benefits of which are linked to the investment yield of the assets of each
policy, normaly held into separate accounts. Premiums may fixed or flexible.
Pension insurance
These Unit-linked products include enhanced guarantees such as guaranteed annuity options or guarantee of a contract
fixed minimum annual return

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

guaranteed annuity options
By ref. to contributions paid or fixed minimum annual
None
return

Insurance company
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(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

AUSTRALIA

HUNGARY

Institutions for occupational retirement provision: private limited companies (or stock companies) established
Sponsored
by CXVII
a singleof
non-government
employer,
or group
Either defined
benefit, defined
under the Act
2007 on Occupational
Pension
andof
theemployers.
Related Institutions,
and institutions
registered
contribution,
hybrid.
Employer
maythe
comprise
or exceed
the mandatory
9.5% contribution.
in
other EEAor
states,
which
operatecontributions
separately from
employer
or the professional
organisation
and the
Institutions for
Benefits can
be pension,
sums,oforoccupational
combinations
thereof.
Trustees
or Board
must
objective
of which
is the lump
provision
pension
plan
benefitsare
in independent
accordance with
the agreement
occupational retirement
compriseinto
of by
equal
of and
employer
and employee
entered
thenumbers
employers
the employees
or therepresentatives.
representatives thereof for the member or number of Pension fund (private
Occupational
trustee
provision
(foglalkoztatói
Occupational pension plan Voluntary
For hybrid DB
accounts,
the fundcarry
sponsor
the members’
ultimatelyThe
carries
the investment
risk limited company)
employees,
when
the institutions
out (i.e.
activities
stipulatedemployer)
by the agreement.
institutions
for
managed superannuation
nyugdíjszolgáltató
for
the DB portion
of theprovision
member’s
account.
The member
carries
the investment
risklimited
for the by
DCshares,
portion.
occupational
retirement
may
be established
by banks,
insurance
companies
fund: corporate
intézmény)
For DC plans,
a member's
benefit
is dependent
on the
madeifand
netundertake
investment
There
investment
companies,
or an
employer
or a number
of contributions
employers jointly,
they
to earnings.
pay employer’s
is no risk sharing
in DC
plans. Where
are one
pensioners
in the
they are retirement
in a separate
division/pool
to
contribution
for their
employees.
Therethere
is only
institution
for fund
occupational
provision
is
the active in
members.
DC
benefits, whether
operating
HungaryFor
with
insignificant
market active
size. member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

Voluntary privately
managed pension funds
(magánnyugdíjpénztár)

X
Central Bank of
Hungary

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Voluntary privately managed pension funds may be funded by employers (separately or jointly), chambers of
commerce (separately or jointly), professional associations (jointly or separately, or with chambers of
commerce), employees' interest organisations (i.e. trade unions), and voluntary pension funds. Since the end
of 2010, participation is voluntary. People entering the labour market before 2010 can have some entitlements
also from that scheme. Reduced number of private pension funds are still working in Hungary. At present 4
private pension funds operate in Hungary. Due to legislative changes the membership fee is not determined
by law.
Benefit payment is guaranteed in case of insolvency of the fund. The guarantor is the Guarantee Fund. The
guarantee system for the privately managed pension funds contained a so-called guaranteed investment
Pension fund
performance on contributions. The funds calculated the amount of capital of guaranteed investment
performance by adding membership contributions multiplied by inflation rates. (At least zero real return on
contributions was guaranteed at the time of awarding pension benefit.)
The regulation on guarantees has changed since 1st January 2015. The guaranteed investment performance on
contributions was cancelled. According to the law now the assets of the Guarantee Fund may be used for
guarantee payments if the assets of a fund member or a beneficiary of a member have been frozen in the case
of a switch of funds, a return to the social security pension system, the provision of pension benefits, or the
death of the fund member, or if the level of the benefit reserves hampers performance of service obligations
in the period of payment of pension benefits.

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

DC protected

No

Yes

No

No

Inflation-indexed capital
By ref. to contributions paid guarantee (until 1st January None
2015)

None

Guarantee fund in case
of insolvency of the
pension fund

HUNGARY
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X

X

X

AUSTRALIA

ADMINISTRATIVE NATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Employee participation is entirely voluntary. Supplementary pensions are provided only by defined
Voluntary private pension
contribution plans via voluntary pension funds promoted by the state with changing tax allowances. Voluntary
Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
funds (önkéntes
Pension fund
pension funds must be founded by a minimum of 15 persons. Voluntary pension funds provide the most widecontribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
nyugdíjpénztar)
spread form of pension savings in Hungary with more than 1 million members.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
Individual retirement
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
account: voluntary
fund: corporate
This new alternative was registered in 2006. It is available through banks and investment companies. It
Bank / Inv. co.
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
private pension plan
provides a choice of investments for members. The state provides tax relief for this plan.
managed fund
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
(nyugdíj előthe active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
takarékossági számla)
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Pension insurance
products
(nyugdíjbiztosítási
termékek)

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal annuity insurance contract with preferential tax treatment.

Pension insurance
contract
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Membership of occupational pension funds was made compulsory for wage-earners in 1974. In 1980 this
obligation
to the self-employed.
DBorplans
forofstate
and municipal
Sponsoredwas
by aextended
single non-government
employer,
group
employers.
Either employees.
defined benefit, defined
The
A-scheme
(or
A-division)
is
the
new
public
sector
scheme.
Following
a
pension
reform
the end of
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory
9.5%atcontribution.
Pension fund
2016,
the
A-division
for
the
government
employees
and
the
pension
fund
for
municipality
employees
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board mustis
transformed
from DB
to DCofwith
no guarantees
from the
employer. Benefits are based on a flat rate accrual
comprise of equal
numbers
employer
and employee
representatives.
for
prior the
to 1.fund
Julysponsor
2017 and
agemembers’
based accrual
for new
members.
For active
hybridmembers
DB accounts,
(i.e.onthe
employer)
ultimately
carries the investment risk
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
Mandatory occupational is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
Membership of occupational pension funds was made compulsory for wage-earners in 1974. In 1980 this
pension funds for public- the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
obligation was extended to the self-employed. DB plans for state and municipal employees.
Pension fund
sector workers - Bbears
the risk of(or
his/her
superannuation
The B-scheme
B-division)
is the old account/investment.
public sector scheme which is closed to new entrants since 1998.
scheme

ICELAND

X

Central Bank of
Iceland-Financial
Supervision

X

AUSTRALIA

DESCRIPTION

Mandatory occupational
pension funds for publicsector workers - Ascheme
Occupational trustee
managed superannuation
fund: corporate

X

X

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

None

Members and
pensioners

None

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Employer

Membership of occupational pension funds was made compulsory for wage-earners in 1974. In 1980 this
Mandatory occupational
obligation was extended to the self-employed. DC plans for private sector workers with a target replacement
pension funds for privatePension fund
rate of 56% for a full career, but no guarantees from the employer. Benefits are based on final salary and
sector workers
career years.

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

None

Members and
pensioners

None

Legislation on tax incentives for voluntary private pension saving was adopted only in 1998 as a part of the
general pension reform but the tax incentives have been increased since. These plans are defined contribution
individual accounts and have to be authorised by the Ministry of Finance. They can be operated by
occupational pension funds, banks and investment companies. Only two providers offer pension insurance
Private personal pension
contracts, representing only 6% of total assets in this category. If an employee decides to start a personal
schemes
saving account, the employer is obliged to contribute with 2% of salary which is the minimum contribution
from the employee to start a personal pension savings. The employer is not involved in setting up this pension
saving. The employee only needs to make a pension saving contract with the pension provider: pension fund,
investment company or an insurance company.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Pension fund
Pension insurance
contract
Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund

Voluntary
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Pensions Authority

IRELAND

X

AUSTRALIA

DESCRIPTION

Occupational pension schemes including civil and public service arrangements. Regulated by the Pensions
Authority. Plan rules may require the employer to fund the plan to provide the benefits, but he may be able to
Sponsored
byplan
a single
non-government
or group
employers.
defined benefit,
defined
terminate the
without
doing so (andemployer,
if the employer
is of
insolvent,
thereEither
is a minimum
benefit guarantee
contribution, or
Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
underwritten
by hybrid.
the State).
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
Occupational pension
Occupational
pension
schemes
including and
civilemployee
and publicrepresentatives.
service arrangements. Regulated by the Pensions
comprise of equal
numbers
of employer
Occupational
trustee
schemes
Authority.
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans,
a member's
benefitby
is adependent
on the
contributions
made and net
investment
earnings.
There
Retirement annuity
Retirement
annuity
policy issued
life insurance
company
to an individual.
Plans
are approved
by the
is
no
risk
sharing
in
DC
plans.
Where
there
are
pensioners
in
the
fund
they
are
in
a
separate
division/pool
to
contracts
Revenue Commissioners and the providers are prudentially regulated by the Central Bank.
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
Occupational pension
schemes

X

X

CATEGORY

Pensions Authority

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Trust retirement annuity
contracts

A trust RAC is a scheme established under trust and approved by Revenue under Section 784(4) or Section
785(5), Chapter 2, Part 30 of the Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997.

Personal retirement
savings accounts
(PRSAs)

A PRSA is a type of personal pension contract introduced in 2003. It is a contract between an individual and
an authorised PRSA provider. The Pensions Authority and the Revenue jointly approve PRSA products. The
Authority supervises the PRSA providers in relation to their approved products and the Central Bank is
responsible for the prudential supervision of these providers. PRSAs do not offer fixed guarantees or
promises to the plan member.
Employers must provide access to a Standard PRSA to any eligible employees who are not covered by
another pension plan. The employer does not have to, but may, contribute to the employees' PRSA.

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Yes, between all
members.

Plan sponsor

By ref. to contributions paid None

Yes, between all
members.

None

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

No

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Yes, between all
members.

None

Yes

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

No

No

Personal pension plan,
Group pension
to which access can be
insurance contract
linked to employment or
operated under trust
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

No

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Pension insurance
contract
Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Benefit level
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

ISRAEL

X

AUSTRALIA

DESCRIPTION

Due to their actuarial deficits and to ensure their professional management, the government of Israel
established a general outline for rescuing the old pension funds. The main measures taken to bring about the
Sponsored
single
non-government
or group
employers.
benefit,
defined in
recovery toby
thea old
pension
funds were employer,
the following:
all theofpension
fundsEither
were defined
closed to
new members
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Old pension fund
1995; Government assistance of some NIS 80 billions; the raising of retirement age; appointment of special
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
professional managers by public committee for the management of the funds.
comprise
of equal
numbers
of stipulation
employer and
representatives.
The plan has
a profit
and loss
thatemployee
annually equates
the benefits (Obligations) to the assets of the
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
fund.
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active
members.
Foropen
DC to
benefits,
whether
activefrom
member
or The
allocated
each member
New
pension
funds are
the entire
population
1995.
funds pension
operate member,
as accumulating
funds
bears
the
risk
of
his/her
superannuation
account/investment.
(DC funds). They must offer the insured coverage for disability and death, as well as a savings component.
New pension fund
The by-laws of all the new funds establish an actuarial balance mechanism. New pension funds are entitled to
purchase earmarked debentures.

X

X

CATEGORY

CMISA (Capital
Markets, Insurance
and Savings
Authority)

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Government (by issuing
earmarked bonds and
special guarantee
granted to the old
pension funds)

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Were mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to a formula

Pension fund

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

All members (active
None
and pensioners)

General pension fund

Pension funds of this type are not entitled to purchase earmarked debentures. A new general fund is intended
to provide a solution for savers wishing to save only for purposes of an old-age pension, without acquiring
comprehensive insurance which provides disability insurance and survivors’ pensions, in addition to an oldPension fund
age pension.
Contributions to a fund are mandatory. If the contributions were made to another entitled plan, there is no
obligation to contribute to general pension plan.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

All members (active
None
and pensioners)

Provident fund

A provident fund is a saving instrument for retirement. These are “pure” savings instruments which do not
include any insurance coverage for the fund member. In the provident funds, each member has a separate
Inv. co. managed
account in which are recorded the member’s deposits into the account, his withdrawals from the account, the
fund
profit (or loss) with respect to his investment in the fund, and the management fees collected from his
account. The return is divided among the fund’s members in proportion to their share in the fund’s assets.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

All members (active
None
and pensioners)

In Unit-linked insurance policies the contributions of all insured are pooled in one investment portfolio (a
participating portfolio). To diversify the investment possibilities of the insured, the industry is offering new
plans that allow insured to invest their money in several channels. These plans allow the insured, at the
beginning of and during the insurance period, to choose among a variety of investment paths.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

All members (active
None
and pensioners)

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority Unit-linked life insurane
policies
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Inv. co. managed
fund

Pension insurance
contract

Benefit level

All members (active
and pensioners) All
members in the fund
share the investment
interest rate risk
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SOURCE

Instituted before the legislation passed in 1993. They serve occupational pension plans and are structured both
Pension fund
Occupational pension plan Voluntary
as
defined benefit
and defined
contribution
pensionorplans.
are sponsored
bydefined
banks, insurance
companies,
Sponsored
by a single
non-government
employer,
groupMost
of employers.
Either
benefit, defined
and
by industrial
companies
in favour
of their employees.
Afteror1993,
all the
existing
defined9.5%
benefit
plans were
contribution,
or hybrid.
Employer
contributions
may comprise
exceed
mandatory
contribution.
closed
to
new
members,
while
many
have
been
wound
up
and
converted
into
defined
contribution
plans.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
Pension fund
Occupational pension plan Voluntary
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
Pre-existing
nonfor
the DBbefore
portion
the member’s
account.
The
member
carries
for theand
DCinsurance
portion.
Instituted
theoflegislation
passed
in 1993.
Almost
all of
themthe
areinvestment
sponsored risk
by banks
fund: corporate
autonomous
pension
For DC plans,
a member's
benefit
is dependent
on there
the contributions
made
and net investment
earnings.
There Book reserve / noncompanies
in favour
of their
employees,
although
are also a few
small-sized
funds sponsored
internally
funds (fondi pensione
Occupational pension plan Voluntary
is no
risk sharingfirms.
in DCThey
plans.
are pensioners
in the
fundpension
they areplans
in a and
separate
division/pool
to autonomous fund
by
non-financial
areWhere
mostlythere
structured
as defined
benefit
are established
in the
preesistenti non
the active
members.
For
whether
member or allocated pension member, each member
form
of book
reserves
inDC
the benefits,
companies'
balanceactive
sheets.
autonomi )
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

X

X

ITALY

DESCRIPTION

Pre-existing autonomous
pension funds (fondi
pensione preesistenti
autonomi )

X

AUSTRALIA

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By. ref to a formula

DC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Benefit level

None

Plan Sponsor

Contractual pension
funds (fondi pensione
negoziali )

Instituted by Legislative Decree No. 124 of 1993. These funds are set up under the terms of collective
bargaining agreements between employers’ associations and trade unions at several levels: company or group
of companies, industrial or economic sectors, geographical areas. They serve only occupational plans and are Pension fund
structured as defined contribution pension plans. They have legal personality and there is a legal separation
between fund and sponsor.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC protected, DC
unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid Annuity purchase price

None

Pension Fund

X

Occupational plans
served by open pension
funds (fondi pensione
aperti )

Instituted by Legislative Decree No. 124 of 1993. Open pension funds are promoted by banks, insurance
companies, asset management companies, and investment companies. They can serve both occupational and
personal plans and are structured as defined contribution pension plans. They have no legal personality, but
their assets are required to be separate from those of the financial company managing them.

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC protected, DC
unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid Annuity purchase price

None

Pension Fund

X

Instituted by Legislative Decree No. 124 of 1993. Open pension funds are promoted by banks, insurance
Personal plans served by
companies, asset management companies, and investment companies. They can serve both occupational and
open pension funds
personal plans and are structured as defined contribution pension plans. They have no legal personality, but
(fondi pensione aperti )
their assets are required to be separate from those of the financial company managing them.

Pension fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected, DC
unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Annuity purchase price

None

Pension Fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected, DC
unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Annuity purchase price

None

Insurance company

X
Commissione
VIgilanza fondi
Pensione (COVIP)

X

Individual pension plans
provided through life
insurance contracts
Australian Prudential (PIPs)
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Instituted by Legislative Decree No. 47 of 2000. They are regulated by the Pension Fund Supervision
Commission (COVIP) and by the Private Insurance Supervision Commission (IVASS). They are offered by Pension insurance
insurance companies through traditional life insurance contracts or unit-linked contracts. They serve only
contract
personal plans. Their assets are required to be separate from those of the insurance company managing them.
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DESCRIPTION

The EPF is a defined benefit corporate pension fund. It manages a part of the public pension plan and also
provides its own supplementary benefits. After 2014 the establishment of new EPFs are prohibited, and
Sponsored
by aare
single
non-government
employer,
or group
of employers.
Eitherplans.
defined
existing EPFs
encouraged
to dissolve
and convert
to other
types of pension
At benefit,
the end defined
of FY2019
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
there were 8 EFPs.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
Defined
corporate For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managedbenefit
superannuation
Defined
benefit
corporate
pension funds
wereThe
introduced
April 2002
in accordance
withthe
theDC
Defined
for the DB
portion
of the member’s
account.
memberincarries
the investment
risk for
portion.
pension
funds (kakutei
fund: corporate
Benefit
Pension
Act.
The
funds
are
approved
by
the
Minister
of
Health,
Labour
and
Welfare.
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
kyufu kigyo nenkin )
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
The
as thesuperannuation
pension institution,
making a direct pension promise financed by book reserves.
bearsemployers
the risk ofact
his/her
account/investment.
Retirement Allowance
Retirement Allowance with preferential tax treatment.
The Employees' Pension
Fund (EPF) (kosei
nenkin kikin )

X

X

X

Pension fund

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

Book reserve / nonOccupational pension plan Voluntary
autonomous fund

DB traditional, DB
hybrid

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

Plan sponsor, active
members, deferred
Pension fund
members and
pensioners

DB traditional, DB
hybrid

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

Plan sponsor, active
members, deferred Plan sponsor, Pension
members and
fund
pensioners

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Corporate defined
contribution funds
(kakutei kyoshutsu
nenkin[kigyo-gata] )

Corporate defined contribution funds were introduced in October 2001 in accordance with the Defined
Contribution Pension Act. The funds are implemented through a contract with a pension management
Pension fund
organisation, such as banks, trust banks, insurers, or security companies. These institutions are registered with
the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

X

Individual defined
contribution funds
(kakutei kyoshutsu
nenkin [kojin-gata ])

Individual defined contribution funds were introduced in October 2001 in accordance with the Defined
Contribution Pension Act. The funds are implemented through a contract with a pension management
organisation, such as banks, trust banks, insurers, or security companies. These institutions are registered with
Pension fund
the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare.
From May 2018, employers of small and medium-sized entreprises meeting some requirements can make
contributions if the employee joins an individual DC plan.

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

X

National pension funds
(kokumin nenkin kikin )

National pension funds were introduced in 1991 in accordance with National Pension Act. They are
established for the self-employed persons and approved by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Fixed interest rate

None

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plans for public officials
and private school
personnel

They are established for public officials and private school personnel whereas a part of their occupational
public pension system was abolished in the reform implemented in October 2015.
They correspond to cash balance plans. An upper limit is set for the contribution rate of both employees and
Pension fund
employers. To the upper limit, the contribution rate of both employees and employers will rise to cope with a
funding shortfall. Nevertheless if the shortfall still remains, beneficiaries will ultimately bear the risk.
Beneficiaries may receive a combination of life-term and fixed-term pension benefit.

By ref. to a formula

Plan sponsor, active
members, deferred
None
members and
pensioners

X

JAPAN
AUSTRALIA

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

X

The Ministry of
Health Labour and
Welfare

Australian
Prudential
National Public
Regulatory
Authority
Service
Personnel
(APRA)Aid
and
Mutual
Australian Taxation
Associations;
Office
Data
Pension(ATO).
Fund for
are
also
compiled
Local Governmentby
the Australian
Officials;
Promotion
Bureau
of Statistics
and
Mutual
Aid
(ABS)
Corporation for
Private Schools of
Japan

Pension fund

Voluntary

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB hybrid

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Benefit level
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GPS

X

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

Personal pension
National tax agency
insurance

AUSTRALIA

Occupational trustee
managed superannuation
fund: corporate

DESCRIPTION

A personal pension insurance is a contract between individual and insurance companies. Personal pension
insurance
arenon-government
earmarked for retirement,
an insurance
policyholder
tobenefit,
meet some
Sponsoredcontracts
by a single
employer, and
or group
of employers.
Either needs
defined
defined
conditions
in
order
to
get
tax
deductions.
Some
of
the
conditions
are
that
the
pensionable
age
is
over
60 and
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
the
benefits
terms
aresums,
over or
10combinations
years.
Benefits
canprovision
be pension,
lump
thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must

X

X

Organisation for
The small-scale
Small & Medium
enterprise mutual aid
Enterprises and
account
Regional Innovation

They were introduced in 1965 for self-employed persons working in small and medium sized enterprises in
accordance with the Small Enterprise Mutual Relief Projects Act.

X

Farmers' Pension
Fund

They were introduced in 2003 for farmers in accordance with the Act on the Farmers Pension Fund,
Independent Administrative Agency.

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid Fixed interest rate

None

Pension fund

Pension fund

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Fixed interest rate

None

Pension fund

Pension fund

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Pension insurance
contract

comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
Smaller Enterprise Retirement Allowance Mutual Aid was established in 1959 for employees working in
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
small
andplans,
medium
sized enterprises
accordance
withcontributions
the Small and
Medium
Sized
Enterprise
Retirement
For DC
a member's
benefit is in
dependent
on the
made
and net
investment
earnings.
There
Allowance
Cooperative
Act. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
is no risk sharing
in DC plans.
The
beneficiary
will be
with whether
the benefit
when
s/he resigns
from the
company.
The benefit
is made
the active
members.
Forprovided
DC benefits,
active
member
or allocated
pension
member,
each member
up of a basic payment and an additional one. The basic payment is determined by law and is based on the
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
monthly contribution amount and months of contribution. It is calculated with a promised interest rate of 1% Pension fund
compounded annually, which may change due to the changes in laws or regulations. The additional payment
is added to the basic one if the investment return exceeds the promised interest rate.
The benefit is calculated in accordance with the monthly contribution amount and months of contribution,
regardless of whether the beneficiary resigns from the company after a legally defined retirement age (e.g. 60
years old) or not.

Organisation for
Smaller Enterprise
Workers' Retirement
Retirement Allowance
Allowance Mutual
Mutual Aid
Aid

Farmers’ Pension Fund

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected
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SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Pension insurance
contract / Pension
trust funds (bank and Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC unprotected
investment company
managed fund)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DC unprotected

Yes

No

No

X

X

Ministry of
Employment and
Labor

KOREA

X

X

X

Financial
Personal pension trust
Supervisory Service

Personal pension funds

X

AUSTRALIA

Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
Pension plans, similar to private occupational pension plans in other countries. They comprise defined benefit
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
plans, defined contributions plans and individual retirement accounts. Pension plans designed not for book
Retirement pension plans Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
reserves, but for appropriate reserves held in funds outside companies. Products provided by insurance
(since December 2005) comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
companies are called "retirement insurance plans", while those held by banks and asset management
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation companies are called "retirement trust funds".
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
Personal pension
Personal pension insurance with guaranteed yield ratio are provided by insurers.
insurance

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Absolute minimum return

None

Insurance company

Bank / Inv. Co.
Managed fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Absolute minimum return

None

Bank

Bank / Inv. co.
Personal pension funds with no guaranteed yield ratio are offered by investment trust management companies.
managed fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension funds with guaranteed yield ratio are provided by bank trust accounts.
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

LATVIA

X

X

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

DESCRIPTION

Occupational pension plans can be provided in open and closed pension funds.
An open pension fund shall be entitled to have one or several pension schemes providing occupational or
Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
Occupational pension
personal pensions. Access to open pension funds may be provided through the employer on the basis of
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
(open / closed private
collective affiliation contract.
Pension fund
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
pension fund)
A closed pension fund shall be entitled to have one or several pension schemes. Members of pension schemes
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
of a closed pension fund shall only be persons who, upon commencing their membership in a pension scheme,
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation are employees of one or several founders (shareholders) of that pension fund.
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
Financial and Capital
fundFor
shall
entitled whether
to have one
or member
several pension
schemes
providing
occupational
or
the open
activepension
members.
DCbebenefits,
active
or allocated
pension
member,
each member
Market Commission Personal pension (open An
personal
pensions.
Any
natural
person
can
be
entitled
to
become
a
member
of
the
pension
scheme
on
the
basis Pension fund
bears
the
risk
of
his/her
superannuation
account/investment.
(FCMC) Latvian
private pension fund)
of
an
individual
affiliation
contract.
FSA

State funded pension
scheme (DC)

X

AUSTRALIA

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

The State-funded pension is part of the State old-age pension consisting of accrued funded pension capital.
All persons who are subject to the State pension insurance in accordance with the Law on State Social
Insurance and who had not reached the age of 30 years on 01.07.2001 (the day of coming into force of the
Law) shall be registered as participants of a funded pension scheme.
Persons subject to the State pension insurance, who were 30 to 49 years (including) of age on 01.07.2001,
might commence participation in a funded pension scheme voluntarily by submitting an appropriate
submission to the State Social Insurance Agency.

Inv. co. managed
fund

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active members and
None
deferred members

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active members and
None
deferred members

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active members and
None
deferred members

Mandatory
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LITHUANIA

''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

X

Bank of Lithuania

AUSTRALIA

X

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Every person under the retirement age covered by state social insurance (for the basic and additional portion
of pension) as well as persons entitled to transfer pension rights from the pension system of institutions of the
Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
European Union under the Law on the Retention and Transfer of Pension Rights of Officials of the
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Institutions of the European Union and of Members of the European Parliament can build up additional
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
pension savings in second-pillar pension funds.
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
Since 2019, the life-cycle funds and asset preservation funds have been established. The investment risk of
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managedPillar
superannuation
Second
Open
life-cycle funds changes with the basis of participants’ age. The asset preservation funds are created for the
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
Pension fund
fund:
corporate
pension
fund (DC)
pension savings of those who have reached retirement age. The additional pension contribution voluntarily
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
paid by the member is equal to 3% of the member's income subject to state social insurance contributions (for
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
some participants applicable transition period: 1.8% in 2019, 2.1% in 2020, 2.4% in 2021, 2.7% in 2022, 3%
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
in 2023 and onwards). Additional contributions which amount is prescribed by law paid from the state
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
budget. Since 2019 this contribution is 1.5% of the average wage in Lithuania (for those participants, for
whom transition period is applicable: 0.3% in 2019, 0.6% in 2020, 0.9% in 2021, 1.2% in 2022, 1.5% in
2023 and onwards).

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Third Pillar Open pension III pillar - Supplementary accumulation for pension in pension funds. Everyone can voluntarily build up
fund (DC)
pension savings in these funds. III pillar: contributions can be made by employee or employer

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Pension fund
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Pension fund

X

LUXEMBOURG

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor, Insurance
company

Plan sponsor, Insurance
company

X

Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Association d'Epargne Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Pension (ASSEP) and
Occupational trustee
Law of 13 July 2005 on institutions for occupational retirement provision in the form of pension savings
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk Pension fund
Societe d'Epargne
managed superannuation companies with variable capital (SEPCAVs) and pension savings associations (ASSEPs).
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
Pension
à Capital
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
Variable (SEPCAV)
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
Pension fund
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

X

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC protected, DC
unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DB

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DC protected, DC
unprotected

No

No

No

No

X

Commission de
Surveillance du
Secteur financier
(CSSF)

Commissariat aux
assurances

Pension funds

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB hybrid-mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula and
contributions paid

Mix between a DC
contribution (virtual) and a
None
DB promise. The promise
is the max of the two.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid

Capital guarantee, fixed
return

Plan sponsor, active
Plan sponsor, insurance
members, deferred
company
members

Benefit level

Plan sponsor, active
members and
Plan sponsor
pensioners

Pension funds controlled by the Commissariat aux assurances (Insurance Commissariat) under the terms of
Article 32, paragraphe 1, point 14 of the law of 7 December 2015 of the insurance sector

X
Group insurance
contracts:
Insurance companies
- traditional
- unit-linked

Insurance Sector Act (amended) of 6 December 1991.

Pension insurance
contract

Companies

The Complementary Pensions Act of 8 June 1999 on supplementary pension schemes.

Book reserve / nonOccupational pension plan Voluntary
autonomous fund

Book reserve schemes

Insurance companies Individual pension
and banks
savings contracts

AUSTRALIA

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Pension insurance
contract
Article 111bis of the Amended Law of 4 December 1967 on Revenue Taxation.
Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

None

None
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
Contribution pension scheme comprising individual retirement accounts in open funds (SIEFORES), privately
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
IMSS: mandatory
administered by specialised institutions (AFORES). For employees in the private sector affiliated to the
Pension fund
contributions (AFORES) Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
Mexican Institute of Social Security (IMSS).
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears
the riskpension
of his/her
superannuation
Contribution
scheme
comprisingaccount/investment.
individual retirement accounts in open funds (SIEFORES), privately
ISSSTE: mandatory
administered by specialised institutions (AFORES). For employees in the public sector affiliated to the Social Pension fund
contributions (AFORES)
Security Institute for Federal Employees (ISSSTE) in the defined contribution system.

X

X

X

AUSTRALIA MEXICO

X

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Mandatory

Mandatory

IMSS: voluntary
Individuals can make additional voluntary contributions. The self-employed may also open special accounts to
Pension fund
contributions (AFORES) make voluntary contributions.

ISSSTE: complementary Assets of federal employees who opted for the defined benefit system (instead of the DC system). These
mandatory contributions employees contribute 2% of their salary for their individual retirement subaccount. These assets are
(AFORES)
administered by the pension funds managers.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data Occupational pension
are also compiled by plans
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Private occupational pension plans sponsored by non-government employers may be registered with
CONSAR to obtain income tax deduction benefits or to allow pensioner to obtain a lump-sum from the
balances of their individual account opened IMSS system (DC mandatory for private sector workers). They
comprise defined benefit, defined contribution, and hybrid plans. Benefit can be a pension, lump sum, or a
combination of both.
Individual States (of the Mexican Federation) that reform their pension systems may outsource with Afores
the investment of resources accumulated from worker and employer contributions to the plan. These
resources are managed in non-mandatory funds operated by the Afore, called “siefores adicionales”.

X

Tax Administration
Service

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

National
Commission for the
Retirement Savings
System (CONSAR)

X

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Personal retirement plans are investment accounts or channels established for the sole purpose of receiving
and administering resources intended exclusively for use when the holder reaches the age of 65 or in cases of
disability or incapacity to perform paid work in accordance with social security laws. These are managed in
individual accounts by insurance institutions, credit institutions, brokerage, retirement fund managers or
investment fund companies with the authorization to operate in the country, and prior authorisation from the
Personal retirement plans
Tax Administration Service. Individuals can make additional voluntary contributions to a personal account
according to art. 151-V of the Tax Law (Mexican Tax Law:
http://www.diputados.gob.mx/LeyesBiblio/pdf/LISR_301116.pdf). Contributions to these personal
retirement plan accounts, if permanence requirements are met, are tax deductible up to 10% of the taxpayer's
total income per year, without exceeding five generalized units of measure.

Pension fund

Pension fund
(autonomous)

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

A minimum benefit for
members who meet the
No, it is already
weeks of contribution and
established in the
By ref. to contributions paid their pension, calculated
None
Social Security
with the account balance, is
Law.
lower than the guaranteed
pension.

Government

Government

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

A minimum benefit for
members who meet the
No, it is already
weeks of contribution and
established in the By ref. to contributions paid their pension, calculated
None
Institute's law.
with the account balance, is
lower than the guaranteed
pension.

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

None

None

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, it is already
established in the
By ref. to contributions paid None
law, by the
Government.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB hybrid-mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula and
Benefit level
by ref. to contributions paid

None

Plan sponsor

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Mandatory

Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund
Book reserve / nonautonomous fund
Pension insurance
contract

Pension insurance
contract
Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund and
Pension fund
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

A pension fund covering a branch or industry implements a pension plan agreed by labour and employer
Pension fund
Sponsored
byin
a single
non-government
employer,
or group
of employers.
Either defined
benefit, defined
organisations
a specific
sector or industry,
including
the public
sector. Participation
is compulsory.
The
contribution,
hybrid.allEmployer
contributions
may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Pensions
Act or
governs
occupational
pension schemes.
Sector- or industry-wide
Benefits canofbethese
pension,
sums,
or combinations
thereof.
Trustees
are independent
Board
must
Employers
fundslump
are no
longer
obliged to cover
funding
shortfalls
of DB plans.orThey
may
decide to
pension plans
comprise
of equal numbers
of employer
employee
representatives.
hike
contributions,
but in practice
have aand
maximum
(either
already reached, or implicitly applied) rate of
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DBand
accounts,
the fund sponsor
(i.e. and
the members’
employer)
carriesbenefit
the investment
risk
contributions,
use discretionary
indexation
–as a measure
of last ultimately
resort– pension
cuts to make
managed superannuation
Pension fund
for
the
DB
portion
of
the
member’s
account.
The
member
carries
the
investment
risk
for
the
DC
portion.
ends meet.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
Pension fund
A company pension fund is a separate legal entity and is not liable for an employer's debts. The fund/employer
supplies supplementary pensions to the employees of a specific company. A company is not obliged to join a
Company pension fund
sectoral or industry-wide pension fund. The Pensions Act governs all company pension funds.
A small –and rapidly dwindling– share of funds still have a sponsor guarantee in place for DB plans.
Pension fund

X

X

X

X

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected
Active members,
deferred members,
pensioners

Pension fund

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active members,
deferred members,
pensioners

None

By ref. to a formula

Plan sponsor, active
members, deferred Pension fund, plan
members,
sponsor
pensioners

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Benefit level

Benefit level

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Plan sponsor, active
members, deferred
None
members,
pensioners

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Active members,
deferred members,
pensioners

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active members,
deferred members,
pensioners

None

By ref. to a formula

Plan sponsor, active
members, deferred Pension fund, plan
members,
sponsor
pensioners

De Nederlandsche
Bank (DNB)

AUSTRALIA
NETHERLANDS

X
Pension funds for
professions
X

Under the terms of act requiring professionals to join a pension scheme (Wet betreffende verplichte
Pension fund
deelneming in een beroepspensioenregeling [Wet BPR ]) the government may compel groups of
professionals to enrol in a plan.
Employers of these funds are no longer obliged to cover funding shortfalls of DB plans. They may decide to
hike contributions, but in practice have a maximum (either already reached, or implicitly applied) rate of
contributions, and use discretionary indexation and –as a measure of last resort– pension benefit cuts to make Pension fund
ends meet.

Pension fund

X
Other pension funds

X

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Benefit level

Benefit level

Based on special arrangements.
A small –and rapidly dwindling– share of funds still have a sponsor guarantee in place for DB plans.
This category includes general pension funds (their ring-fenced assets can be of DB or DC type) and PPI
(Premium Pension Institution).
Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Plan sponsor, active
members, deferred
None
members,
pensioners

NETHERLANDS
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

X
Statistics
Netherlands (CBS)
X

CATEGORY

Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Pension funds not under Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
Based on special arrangements. Mostly DB plans.
supervision
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
Insured occupational
bears
the risk pension
of his/her
superannuation
Occupational
plans
administeredaccount/investment.
by life insurance companies. Included in insurance statistics.
plans

AUSTRALIA

Annuities

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

DESCRIPTION

Deferred annuity insurance, defined benefit, defined contribution, annuity insurance.

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Pension fund

Pension fund

Pension insurance
contract
Pension insurance
contract
Pension insurance
contract

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

Plan sponsor, active
members, deferred Pension fund, plan
members,
sponsor
pensioners

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Plan sponsor, active
members, deferred
None
members,
pensioners

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula.

None

Insurance company

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

DC unprotected

Benefit level
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AUSTRALIA

NEW ZEALAND

''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

X

X

Reserve Bank of
New Zealand

X

CATEGORY

Automatic
plan. employer,
Defined contribution.
1 AprilEither
2013 defined
membersbenefit,
could contribute
Sponsored enrolment,
by a single nationwide
non-government
or group ofFrom
employers.
defined
"KiwiSaver"
3%,
4%
or
8%
of
salary
or
wages
and
the
employer
contributes
a
minimum
of
3%.
Effective
1
April
2019
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
additional
contributions
of 6%orand
10% are available
members.
Benefits can
be pension,options
lump sums,
combinations
thereof. for
Trustees
are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans,
a member's
is dependent
on the contributions
made
and net investment
Includes
all funds
collectedbenefit
in a registered
superannuation
plan where
an employer
is involvedearnings.
with theThere
plan.
Superannuation:
is no risk sharing
in DCdoes
plans.
there
areemployer
pensioners
in the fund but
theyit are
a separate
Employer
involvement
notWhere
have to
mean
contribution,
doesinmean
wheredivision/pool
workplace orto
employment-related
the
active members.
For DCeligibility.
benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
employment
status controls
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

Superannuation: other

X

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Pension fund

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Pension fund
Pension fund

Pension fund
Includes all funds collected and managed under a registered superannuation plan, where there is no employer
involvement.
Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund

Automatic
enrolment

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active and deferred
None
members

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

None

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active and deferred
None
members

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Active and deferred
None
members

Benefit level

Plan sponsor
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

X

NORWAY

Finanstilsynet

X

X

AUSTRALIA

X

X
X

X

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Private pension funds are supervised by Finanstilsynet, or the Financial Supervisory Authority. They are
funded, independent, legal entities, established by a private enterprise or group of private enterprises for
Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
providing occupational pensions (pillar 2).
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Companies can make additional contributions in addition to the mandatory part, but these contributions are
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
Pension funds
not part of another scheme.
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
(pensjonkasser
): private Pension funds must be fully funded and in addition have capital to cover the Solvency I requirement and a
Pension fund
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managedfunds
superannuation national solvency requirement that entered into force on 1 January 2019. It is based on the stress test all
pension
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
pension funds have reported to the NCA since 2012, where Solvency II principles are applied with some
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
simplifications. It is the responsibility of the pension fund to prevent that a funding gap (insolvency) occurs. If
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
a funding gap nevertheless occurs, the pension fund may ask the plan sponsor to inject new capital, but the
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
sponsor is not obliged in any way to do that.
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Pension fund

Municipal workers' funded pension arrangements are supervised by Finanstilsynet. They are funded,
independent, legal entities, established by a municipality, or a municipal enterprise, for providing occupational
pensions (pillar 2).
Companies can make additional contributions in addition to the mandatory part, but these contributions are
not part of another scheme.
Pension fund
Pension funds must be fully funded and in addition have capital to cover the Solvency I requirement and a
national solvency requirement that entered into force on 1 January 2019, where Solvency II principles are
applied with some simplifications. It is the responsibility of the pension fund to prevent that a funding gap
(insolvency) occurs. If a funding gap nevertheless occurs, the pension fund may ask the plan sponsor to inject
new capital, but the sponsor is not obliged in any way to do that.

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Pension fund

DC

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid

None (in some cases
absolute minimum return)

None

None

Pension funds
(pensjonkasser ):
municipal pension funds

Individual pension saving
Annuity.
(IPS)

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

Annuity.

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid

None (in some cases
absolute minimum return)

None

None

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Insurance company

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid

None (in some cases
absolute minimum return)

None

None

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB hybrid

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid

None or absolute minimum
None
return

Livrente or annuity
Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data Pension contracts held in
are also compiled by life insurance companies
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Company pension plans held in life insurance companies. It is mandatory for all employers, except very small,
to have an occupational pension scheme. They are free to choose which type of plan to offer, either DB, DC
or hybrid.
Companies can make additional contributions in addition to the mandatory part, but these contributions are
not part of another scheme.
Some hybrid pension products have a zero percent guarantee in the accumulation phase, while other hybrid
pension products do not include such a guarantee.

Insurance company
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

X

Polish Financial
Supervision
Authority (KNF)

X

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Pension funds privately managed by pension fund companies (PTE). One PTE may manage only one OFE.
Sponsored
by amembership
single non-government
group
of employers.
Either
defined1968.
benefit, defined
Until recently,
in OFE wasemployer,
mandatoryorfor
people
born after 31
December
contribution,
or hybrid.
Employer
contributions
may comprise
or exceed
the mandatory
contribution.
Open pension funds
Since
Aug 2014
contributions
to OFE
are voluntary,
and for people
who enter
the labour9.5%
market
the
Benefits can is
bealso
pension,
lump(with
sums,defaut
or combinations
thereof. Trustees
independent
or Board
must
(OFE)
membership
voluntary
option of contributing
solelyare
to notional
accounts
in ZUS
(I pillar)).
comprise
of
equal
numbers
of
employer
and
employee
representatives.
The OFE account is combined with the 1st pillar pension and the benefit level should not be less than the
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation legal minimum pension (guaranteed by the state).
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the managed
risk of his/her
superannuation
Privately
pension
plan that mayaccount/investment.
be established by employers on a voluntary basis. Up to the
Employee pension plan equivalent of 7% of monthly salary may be paid in by the employer and contributions are exempt from the
(PPE)
social security levy. Additional payments by an employee are possible. The whole contribution is subject to an
income tax.

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Pension fund

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

No

No

No

None / Benefit level
indirectly (OFE account is
combined with 1st pillar
By ref. to contributions paid
pension and should be no
less than legal minimum
pension)

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Yes

Yes (technically,
employee
chooses the
By ref. to contributions paid None
inverstment
vehicle)

None

None

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

None

None / the State
(indirectly)

Pension fund
Pension insurance
contract
Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund

POLAND

Pension fund

X

Pension insurance
Individuals may invest a part of their net income in purely voluntary plans established by financial institutions,
contract
e.g. insurance companies, investment funds or pension funds.
Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund

X

AUSTRALIA

Individual retirement
account (IKE)

Individual pension
insurance account (IKZE)
– introduced in amended Individuals may invest a part of their net income in purely voluntary plans established by financial institutions,
pension law in May,
e.g. insurance companies, investment funds or voluntary pension funds (managed by the same companies that
2011. The first IKZE
manage open pension funds). Contributions to IKZE are tax-deductible (EET scheme).
started to operate in
2012.

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
First
Office (ATO). Data
contributions
are also compiled by
were
the Australian
transferred
Bureau of Statistics Employee Capital Plans
at the end of
(ABS)
(PPK)
2019 and
their initial
value is
negligible

Pension fund
Pension insurance
contract
Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund

Specialised
Investment Fund
Auto-enrolment occupational saving plan. The employee's minimum contribution is 2% (could be lowered to
0.5% for employees with less than 120% minimum income), the employer's miminum contribution is 1.5%.
TEE scheme. There are also state incentives (initial and annual fixed bonuses to the account). The first PPK
was intended to start in Q3 2019. Introduced gradually, starting with the biggest private employers (250+
employees) and finally covering the whole private and public sector in 2021.

Unit-linked
Investment Fund (by
Occupational pension plan Voluntary
insurance companies)
Voluntary Pension
Fund (by pension
fund companies)

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
Pension fund
A pension fund is held to be a closed fund when it relates to only one sponsor or, if there are a number of
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
sponsors, when there is a business, associative, professional or social connection between them and their
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
approval is needed for new sponsors to join the fund. Closed pension funds may be set up at the initiative of a
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
company, groups of companies, groups of social or professional associations, or by agreement between
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
Fundos
Pensões
employers' associations and trade unions.
manageddesuperannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
(closed
pension funds)
With regard to the type of plan:
fund:
corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
- DB traditional: The formula for DB benefits depends on the specific rules of the pension schemes.
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
- DC: Depending on the specific rules of the pension schemes, the plan can be "pure DC" or 'DC with
Pension fund
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
guarantees' (capital guarantee or minimum return guarantee). These guarantees are usually offered by the
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
pension fund management entity but can also be provided by the plan sponsor.

X

X

X
Autoridade de
Fundos de Pensões
Supervisão de
(open pension funds) Seguros e Fundos de collective membership
Pensões (ASF)

AUSTRALIA
PORTUGAL

X

Fundos de Pensões
(open pension funds) individual membership

X

X

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

A pension fund is held to be an open fund when no bound between those joining to the fund is necessary and
Pension fund
membership of the fund is solely dependent on acceptance by the pension fund manager. Open pension funds
may be set up at the initiative of any entity entitled to manage pension funds. Collective membership of an
open pension fund arises when sponsors wishing to join the fund initially acquire units.
With regard to the type of plan:
- DB traditional: The formula for DB benefits depends on the specific rules of the pension schemes.
- DC: Depending on the specific rules of the pension schemes, the plan can be "pure DC" or 'DC with
guarantees' (capital guarantee or minimum return guarantee). These guarantees are usually offered by the
Pension fund
pension fund management entity but can also be provided by the plan sponsor.

A pension fund is held to be an open fund when no bound between those joining to the fund is necessary and
membership of the fund is solely dependent on acceptance by the pension fund manager. Open pension funds
Pension fund
may be set up at the initiative of any entity entitled to manage pension funds.
In some cases, pension fund management entities can offer capital guarantee or minimum return guarantee.

Planos Poupança
Retirement saving schemes (third pillar) established as pension funds.
Reforma (personal
In some cases, pension fund management entities can offer capital guarantee or minimum return guarantee.
retirement saving
schemes - pension funds)

Pension fund

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid

Capital guarantee, absolute
None
minimum return, or none

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid

Capital guarantee, absolute
None
minimum return, or none

Pension fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid

Capital guarantee, absolute
None
minimum return, or none

Pension fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid

Capital guarantee, absolute
None
minimum return, or none

Pension fund

PORTUGAL
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

X

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

Planos Poupança
Comissão de
Reforma (personal
Mercado de Valores
retirement saving
Mobiliários
schemes - investment
(CMVM)
funds)

Autoridade de
Supervisão de
Seguros e Fundos de
Pensões (ASF)

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

DESCRIPTION

Retirement
saving
schemes
(third pillar)employer,
established
collective
investment
schemes
managed
investment Inv. co. managed
Sponsored by
a single
non-government
or as
group
of employers.
Either
defined
benefit,by
defined
companies.
fund
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.

Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
for
the DBinsurance
portion ofcontract
the member’s
account.
The member
carries the investment
risk undertaking
for the DC portion.
Collective
that specifies
pension
plan contributions
to an insurance
in exchange Pension insurance
fund: corporate
For which
DC plans,
a member's
benefit
is be
dependent
on members
the contributions
andretirement
net investment
earnings.
for
pension
plan benefits
will
paid when
reach a made
specific
age, or
on earlyThere
exit of contract
Pension insurance
is no risk sharing
DC plans.
Where
there arestatistics.
pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
members
from theinplan.
Included
in insurance
contract: collective
the
members.
Forof
DC
benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
Withactive
regard
to the type
guarantee:
insurance
bears
the
risk
of
his/her
superannuation
account/investment.
- DB: The formula for DB benefits depends
on the specific rules of the pension schemes.
Pension insurance
- DC: Depending on the specific rules of the pension schemes, insurance company can offer guarantees.
contract

Planos Poupança
Reforma (personal
retirement saving
schemes - insurance
contracts)

X

AUSTRALIA

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Retirement saving schemes (third pillar) established as insurance contracts.
Included in insurance statistics.
These contracts can take the form of linked or non-linked insurance contracts, in which case there are
guarantees offered by the insurance company.

Pension insurance
contract

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid

Capital guarantee, absolute
None
minimum return or none

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC

No

No

No

No

Capital guarantee / fixed
By ref. to contributions paid return / absolute minimum
return / none

None

Insurance company

Insurance company
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AUSTRALIA

SLOVAK REPUBLIC

''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

Mandatory, fully funded contribution system (second pillar) on individual retirement savings accounts. Its aim,
together with the old-age insurance scheme governed by specific first-pillar legislation, is to ensure an income
Sponsored
a single
non-government
employer,
group
employers.
EitherThis
defined
Privately managed
for savers inbytheir
old age,
or, in the event
of their or
death,
foroftheir
beneficiaries.
newbenefit,
systemdefined
effectively
contribution,
or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
mandatory personal
started
in 2005.
Pension fund
Benefits
can
be
pension,
lump
sums,
or
combinations
thereof.
Trustees
are
independent
or
Board
must
pension system
The second pillar (old-age pension scheme) is a largely compulsory defined contribution scheme, operated by
comprise
of equal
numberscompanies
of employer
and precisely
employeevoluntary
representatives.
pension fund
management
(more
entering till the age of 35, once in the system
Occupational trustee
For
hybrid
DB
accounts,
the
fund
sponsor
(i.e.
the
members’
employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
participation
is
mandatory)
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

X

National Bank of
Slovakia and
Financial Market
Authority (FMA
integrated into NBS
from 1.1.2006)

X

National Bank of
Slovakia (before
2005 all
supplementary
pension insurance
Privately managed
companies were
voluntary personal
under supervision of pension plans
Ministry of Finance
and Ministry of
Labour, Social
Affairs and Family)

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Under third-pillar legislation, supplementary pension insurance companies had been transformed into
supplementary pension asset management companies. Participation is based on effective contract and at least
18 years of age, not on employment.
Pension fund
The supplementary pension scheme is a voluntary defined contribution scheme, operated by supplementary
pension management companies. (For certain categories of individuals in jobs considered as “risky”,
participation is, however, mandatory)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

X

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

Individual pension
scheme

SLOVENIA

Securities Market
Agency

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

paid-in net contribution.
Pension scheme must offer at least minimum guarantee return (not lower than 40% of the average annual
interest on government securities with a maturity over 1 year) or pension scheme is life-cycle scheme where
one fund offers at least a minimum guarantee return.
The Ministry of Finance stipulates the rules applying for the calculation of the minimum guaranteed return.
The guaranteed return must be expressed as the annual rate of return and is guaranteed by the insurance
company or pension company.
Collective pension scheme, with retirement benefit purpose, organised as mutual pension fund or group of 3
life-cycle mutual pension funds, whereby an insured person bears the investment risk with (or without)
guaranteed return on the paid-in net contribution. The final stage of life-cycle mutual pension funds always
offers a guaranteed return.
Pension scheme must offer at least minimum guarantee return (not lower than 40% of the average annual
interest on government securities with a maturity over 1 year) or pension scheme is life-cycle scheme where
one fund offers at least minimum guarantee return.
The Ministry of Finance stipulates the rules applying for the calculation of the minimum guaranteed return.
The guaranteed return must be expressed as the annual rate of return and is guaranteed by the insurance
company or pension company.

X

X

DESCRIPTION

Collective pension scheme, with retirement benefit purpose, managed by an insurance company or a pension
company, whereby an insured person bears the investment risk with (or without) guaranteed return on the
Sponsored
by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
paid-in net contribution.
contribution,
or hybrid.
Employer
may comprise
or exceed
9.5%
contribution.
Pension
scheme
must offer
at leastcontributions
minimum guarantee
return (not
lower the
thanmandatory
40% of the
average
annual
Collective pension
Benefitson
can
be pension,securities
lump sums,
arescheme
independent
or Board
mustwhere Pension insurance
interest
government
withoracombinations
maturity overthereof.
1 year) Trustees
or pension
is life-cycle
scheme
scheme
contract
comprise
of equal
numbers
of employer
and employee
one fund offers
at least
a minimum
guarantee
return. representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation The Ministry of Finance stipulates the rules applying for the calculation of the minimum guaranteed return.
for
DB portion
of the
member’s
account.
Theannual
member
theand
investment
risk for
portion.
Thethe
guaranteed
return
must
be expressed
as the
ratecarries
of return
is guaranteed
bythe
theDC
insurance
fund: corporate
For DC plans,
a member's
benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
company
or pension
company.
Insurance
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
Supervision Agency
the
active members.
For DCwith
benefits,
whether
active
member
or allocated
member,
each
Individual
pension scheme,
retirement
benefit
purpose,
managed
by anpension
insurance
company
ormember
a pension
bears
the
risk
of
his/her
superannuation
account/investment.
company, whereby an insured person bears the investment risk with (or without) guaranteed return on the

X

AUSTRALIA

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid Relative minimum return

Active members and Insurance or pension
deferred members company

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Relative minimum return

Active members and Insurance or pension
deferred members company

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid Minimum guaranteed return

Active members and
Pension fund manager
deferred members

Pension fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Minimum guaranteed return

Active members and
Pension fund manager
deferred members

Mutual pension funds
Individual pension scheme, with retirement benefit purpose, organised as mutual pension fund or group of 3
life-cycle mutual pension funds, whereby an insured person bears the investment risk with (or without)
guaranteed return on the paid-in net contribution. The final stage of life-cycle mutual pension funds always
offers a guaranteed return.
Pension scheme must offer at least minimum guarantee return (not lower than 40% of the average annual
interest on government securities with a maturity over 1 year) or pension scheme is life-cycle scheme where
one fund offers at least minimum guarantee return.
The Ministry of Finance stipulates the rules applying for the calculation of the minimum guaranteed return.
The guaranteed return must be expressed as the annual rate of return and is guaranteed by the insurance
company or pension company.
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Pension fund
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to Pension fund
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

X

X

Pension funds:
occupational plans
(Fondos de pensiones:
planes de empleo )

AUSTRALIA
SPAIN

X

X

X

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

General Directorate
of Insurance and
Pension Funds
('Dirección General
de Seguros y Fondos
de Pensiones'). When
this is not available
other sources, mainly
information coming
from private
Australian
associationsPrudential
Regulatory Authority
(INVERCO,
ICE).
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Pension funds:
occupational plans
(Fondos de pensiones:
planes de empleo )

Regulated by the Pension Schemes and Pension Entity Act, Royal Decree 1/2002 of 29 November and Royal
Decree 304/2004 of 20 February, which approve pension plans and fund regulation and its implementing
provisions supervised by the Dirección General de Seguros y Fondos de Pensiones (General Directorate of
Insurance and Pension Funds). Occupational plans are set up by sponsoring employers.

A pension fund for central government workers started operating at the end of 2004.

Associated plans (planes
Associated plans are sponsored by associations.
asociados)

Pension fund

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB hybrid

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid Absolute minimum return

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid
(in the case of retirement)
and by ref. to a formula (in
the case of mortality,
disability, etc.)

Benefit level

Depends on the type of
payments (retirement
benefits or disability
benefits)

None

Plan sponsor. Benefits
may be insured with an
insurance company, in
this case the guarantor
is the insurance
company.

Members and
pensioners

Plan sponsor

Members and
pensioners (for the
retirement part)

None (in the case of
retirement), plan
sponsor (in the case of
mortality, disability,
etc.). Benefits may be
insured with an
insurance company, in
this case the guarantor
is the insurance
company.

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Members and
pensioners

None. Benefits may be
insured with an
insurance company, in
this case the guarantor
is the insurance
company.

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

Members and
pensioners

None

Pension fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Members and
pensioners

None

SPAIN

General Directorate
of Insurance and
Pension Funds
('Dirección General
de Seguros y Fondos
de Pensiones'). When
OECD Global Pension this
StatisticsCountry Methodological Notes-MASTER FILE
is not available
Last Update: 5 November 2020
other sources, mainly
information coming
ADMINISTRATIVE NATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
from private
associations
(INVERCO, ICE).
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
SOURCE
CATEGORY
DESCRIPTION
GPS

X

X

AUSTRALIA

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Members and
pensioners

None

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

None

Insurance company

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Absolute minimum return

Members and
pensioners

Insurance company

Collective pension
insurance plan (seguro
colectivo )

Group insurance policy with retirement benefit purpose administered by life insurance companies. Included in Pension insurance
insurance statistics.
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Insurance company

Non-autonomous funds
(fondos de pensiones
internos )

Non-autonomous funds are set up by certain banks, insurance companies, and financial companies (credit
institutions), and non-financial corporations through contributions to provision funds or internal reserves.
Their purpose is to pay pensions to their employees, supplementing those they may receive from the social
security system. Royal Decree 1588/99 set a deadline of 1 January 2001 for non-financial corporations to
convert their non-autonomous pension funds into autonomous ones. Subsequent provisions postponed this
deadline until 31 December 2004. The deadline was newly postponed until 31 December 2006.

Book reserve / nonOccupational pension plan Voluntary
autonomous fund

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Plans
offered
individual members.
Sponsored
by directly
a single to
non-government
employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
Mutual pension provident comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
These institutions are subject to specific regulation, some are supervised at the regional level. It includes
Occupational
trustee
entities (entidades
de
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
mutual funds for regional government workers, industrial and airlines industry-wide schemes, co-operatives,
managed
prevision superannuation
social or
for
DBforce,
portion
of thebank.
member’s
account.inThe
member
carries
thepension
investment
risk
DC portion.
the the
police
central
They operate
a similar
way
to some
funds
in for
the the
English-speaking
fund: corporate
mutualidades de
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
world.
prevision social )
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
PPA: Insured prevision bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
Individual insurance policy with retirement benefit purpose administered by life insurance companies.
plans (planes de prevision
Included in insurance statistics.
asegurados)

X

X

Pension fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

Personal plans (planes
individuales )

X

Banco de España

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

TYPE OF FUND
(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Benefit level
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
contribution,
or hybrid.
Employer
contributionshave
may created
comprise
or exceed
mandatory
9.5%provision.
contribution.
Some
employee
associations
and undertakings
these
pensionthe
funds
for pension
Most
Benefits
canare
be pension,
sums,DB/DC.
or combinations
thereof.
Trustees
independent
or Board
must For
active
plans
DC planslump
or mixed
Older plans
are usually
DBare
traditional
or mixed
DB/DC.
comprise
equal
numbers
of employer
and employee
traditionalofDB
plans,
an annuity
benefit level
based on arepresentatives.
fixed return is guaranteed and sponsors are indirectly
Occupational trustee
For
hybrid
DB
accounts,
the
fund
sponsor
(i.e.
the members’plans,
employer)
ultimately
carries
investment risk
guarantors
through
DB
contributions.
For
DB
hybrid-mixed
an annuity
benefit
level the
is guaranteed
managed superannuation
for
the
DB
portion
of
the
member’s
account.
The
member
carries
the
investment
risk
for
the
DC
portion.
Benevolent
societies
based on a fixed return and sponsors are indirectly and partly guarantors through DB contributions.
For DC
fund: corporate
For DCanplans,
a member's
benefit
is dependent
on the
(understödsföreningar), plans,
annuity
benefit level
is guaranteed
based
on acontributions
fixed return. made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk
sharing
in DC
plans. foundations
Where thereare
arenot
pensioners
in theThey
fundare
they
are inlinked
a separate
division/pool
mainly the sub-category Unlike
pension
funds,
pension
autonomous.
closely
to one
or more to
the
active
members.
For
DC
benefits,
whether
active
member
or
allocated
pension
member,
each
member
pension funds
employers using book reserves, and they are usually used to cover the pension cost of the employer
as they
bears
the
risk
of
his/her
superannuation
account/investment.
(tjänstepensionskassor) occur. Furthermore they usually do not pay benefits to members. In case of failure of the employer, the assets
and pension foundations of the pension foundation will be distributed in some way to the members, including survivor beneficiaries.
(pensionsstiftelser)
Some pension foundations are protected by credit insurance. Both active members and their benefit-receiving
survivors are considered as members. Employer and employees are both represented in the Board of the
pension foundation. Pension foundations are formally counted as IORPs in the European Union.
Occupational plans are in general the result of an agreement between employers and employees, or between
organisations representing them. Occupational plans are not required by any law.

X

X

X

X

AUSTRALIA
SWEDEN

Pension fund, Book
reserve/ nonautonomous fund

Swedish Financial
Supervisory
Authority and
Statistics Sweden
Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Benevolent societies
(understödsföreningar),
of the sub-category
pension funds
(tjänstepensionskassor)

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

The plan sponsor may
guarantee a proportion of
None
contributions paid as a basis
for an annuity.

Pension fund, Plan
sponsor

Pension fund, Book
reserve/ nonautonomous fund

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DB hybrid-mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to formula, and by
ref. to contributions paid

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A guaranteed annuity
By ref. to contributions paid benefit level based on a
fixed return

None

Pension fund

Employer and
social partners
establish the
option of
voluntary
contributions in
the plan

A guaranteed annuity
By ref. to contributions paid benefit level based on a
fixed return

None

Pension fund

Yes

Plan sponsors
(government
Benefit annuity level, based agencies and
By ref. to contributions paid
on a fixed return
similar) through
premiums /
contributions

Pension fund

The Swedish
Agency for
Government
Employers and
social partners
establish the
option of
voluntary
contributions in
the plan

A guaranteed annuity
By ref. to contributions paid benefit level based on a
fixed return

Pension fund

Pension fund

Pension fund

X

X

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Personal pension plan

Voluntary

DC protected

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC protected

Yes

Yes

Not in general,
Yes
but may occur.

Yes

Yes

Government workers funded DC pension arrangements in pension funds.
Occupational plans are in general the result of an agreement between employers and employees, or between
organisations representing them. Occupational plans are not required by any law.
Pension fund

Personal pension plan

Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Not in general,
Yes
but may occur.

None

Plan sponsor
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Swedish Financial
Supervisory
''X'' means Authority and
COUNTRY data exists in Statistics Sweden
SOURCE
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Insurance company,
Plan sponsor

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DB hybrid/mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to formula, and by
ref. to contributions paid

A guaranteed proportion of
contributions paid as a basis None
for an annuity.

Insurance company,
Plan sponsor

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A guaranteed proportion of
Plan sponsors and
By ref. to contributions paid contributions paid as a basis
active members
for an annuity.

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

X

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A guaranteed proportion of
By ref. to contributions paid contributions paid as a basis None
for an annuity.

X

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

X
Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
Occupational
for salaried
employees,
wage-earners, and employees in local and central government use
bears the risk plans
of his/her
superannuation
account/investment.
life insurance undertakings for pension provision. Life insurance undertakings can also write personal pension
Life insurance
plans for employers or self-employed, as well as voluntary individual pension insurance.
undertakings
Occupational plans are in general the result of an agreement between employers and employees, or between
organisations representing them. Occupational plans are not required by any law.

X

SWEDEN

X

AUSTRALIA

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

X

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Active members,
deferred members
and pensioners

Active members,
deferred members
and pensioners

Insurance company

None

Insurance company

None

SWEDEN
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Book reserves in companies' balance sheets or in pension foundations. In book reserves the employer makes
an
allocation
account
in the balance
sheet. That
allocation
should normally
to thedefined
pension
Sponsored
bytoa an
single
non-government
employer,
or group
of employers.
Either correspond
defined benefit,
liabilities,
but
the
employer
is
always
responsible
for
the
commitment
even
though
the
allocation
is
too small.
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Pension Registration
For
the period
pension
arecombinations
to be paid out,
the pension
capital
is usually used
for buying
Benefits
can bewhen
pension,
lumpbenefits
sums, or
thereof.
Trustees
are independent
or Board
mustan
Occupational pension
Book reserve / nonInstitute (PRI)
annuity
lifeofinsurance
contract
by and
the employer
with the employee as beneficiary. The pension
Occupational pension plan Quasi-mandatory DB
comprise
equal numbers
of owned
employer
employee and
representatives.
plans:
book
reserves
autonomous fund
Occupational trustee
Pension foundations
provisions
be safeguarded
bysponsor
a pension
in form
of credit ultimately
insurance (PRI),
state
guaranteerisk
or
For hybrid must
DB accounts,
the fund
(i.e.guarantee
the members’
employer)
carriesathe
investment
managed superannuation
aformunicipal
guarantee.
Safeguarding
the occupational
pension
can the
alsoinvestment
be made through
pension
foundation
the DB portion
of the
member’s account.
The member
carries
risk forathe
DC portion.
fund: corporate
that
is
founded
by
the
employer
(above).
Its
sole
purpose
is
to
safeguard
pensions.
The
employer
allocates
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
funds
to the
foundation
future
pension
is no risk
sharing
in DC for
plans.
Where
therepayments.
are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

X
(Premium pension
authority (PPM))
Swedish Pensions
Agency

AUSTRALIA

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to formula

Benefit annuity level

None

Benefit annuity level, based
None
on a fixed return

Plan sponsor

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Mandatory

DC protected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid

Pension insurance
contract
(unit-linked)

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By re. to contributions paid None

Members and
pensioners

None

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Individuals

None

The adminstrating
Swedish Pensions
Agency

Funded portion of the national pension system: 2.5% of the pension base income is held for the premium
Premium pension system pension, where the holder can choose from a wide selection of mutual funds.
(PPM)
It is similar to a unit-linked pension insurance contract but formally a special type of claim on a government
authority.

X

X

Yes

The statistics cover IPS in banks (accounts) and other institutes with authorisation for IPS business
Bank account or
Statistics Sweden,
Individual pension saving
(investment in mutual funds, individual shares etc.). Not included in the statistics are personal pensions in life Investment co.
Financial market unit (IPS)
insurance plans. However this part is very small.
managed fund

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation Individual pension
Office (ATO). Data insurance
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

Insurance company;
individuals in mutual
Benefit annuity level, based
when mutual insurance
By ref. to contributions paid
insurance
on a fixed return
company, the
undertakings
policyholder collective

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Individual pension insurance is provided by life insurers.
Individuals (unitlinked and similar)

None
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

X

SWITZERLAND

Swiss Federal
Statistical Office

X

X

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Second pillar pension
Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
plans (institutions de
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
prévoyance or
Supervised by CHS PP (Commission de haute surveillance de la prévoyance professionnelle) with Federal
Pension fund
can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
Vorsorgeeinrichtungen ) - Benefits
Social Insurance Office (Office fédéral des assurances sociales) for the legislative. Governed by the Federal
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
occupational
in
Occupationalplans
trustee
Law on Occupational Benefit Plan for Old Age, Survivors, and Invalidity (LOB) SR 831.40 or loi fédérale
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
benefit
primacy
managed
superannuation sur la prévoyance professionnelle vieillesse, survivants et invalidité (LPP). The LOB is mandatory for salaried
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
employees already covered in the first pillar. Mandatory schemes do not apply to some economically active
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
categories, e.g. the self-employed. Based on benefit plans and the principle of collective financing
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
(contributions to the employer must be at least equal to the sum of contributions paid by all the employees),
Second pillar pension
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
the system set up by the legislator also introduced the principle of a minimum provision guaranteed by the
plans (institutions de
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
law. It includes provisions applying to public-law institutions that serve public sector workers. Public Pension
prévoyance or
Pension fund
Funds have to fulfill 80% of coverage until 2054.
Vorsorgeeinrichtungen) occupational plans in
contribution primacy

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

Employer, members
Pension fund
and pensioners

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB hybrid-mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid

Fixed return & annuity
purchase price

Employer, members
Pension fund
and pensioners

Bank products

Personal pension plan,
Retirement savings scheme with a bank; tax-privileged, i.e. payments into the plan below the annual threshold
to which access can be
can be deducted from taxable income. Payout as a lump sum at the age of retirement or up to 5 years earlier. Bank managed fund
linked to employment or
Even earlier withdrawal strongly restricted by regulation.
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

Insurance products

Life insurance contract usually with a savings part and a risk component such as disability. Premium
payments are tax-priviledged like the bank products of pillar 3a. Terminates at age of retirement or up to 5
years earlier. Earlier surrender strongly restricted by regulation.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid

None

None

depends on the
insurance contract

none or insurance
company

Federal Social
Insurance Office

AUSTRALIA

X

Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Pension insurance
contracts

depends on the insurance
contract
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COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

X

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

Insurance and Private
Pensions Regulation
and Supervision
Agency
Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Family,
Labour and Social
Services

Occupational pension
plans (first pillar
substitute): defined
Occupational trustee
benefit
managed superannuation
fund: corporate

DESCRIPTION

Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
Under
the Social
Insurance
Act, (Provisional
Article
20), theseor
plans
are established
by banks,
insurance and
contribution,
or hybrid.
Employer
contributions
may comprise
exceed
the mandatory
9.5% contribution.
reinsurance
companies,
chambers
of
commerce,
etc.
whose
employees
are
exempt
from
the
mandatory
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must social Pension fund
insurance
system.
accordance
with recent
security
reform in Turkey, occupational pension funds will
comprise of
equal In
numbers
of employer
and social
employee
representatives.
gradually
be
transferred
to
the
national
social
security
system.
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

OYAK (self
regulation)
Republic of Turkey
Ministry of National
Education
Special occupational
These occupational pension plans were established pursuant to the laws specifically enacted for them, and
(supervisory body
pension (OYAK,
participation is mandatory.
for ILKSAN)
ILKSAN and POLSAN)
Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Interior
(supervisory body
for POLSAN)

AUSTRALIA
TURKEY

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Insurance and Private
Pensions Regulation
and Supervision
Agency
General Directorate
for
Foundations
Australian
Prudential
Republic
of
Turkey
Regulatory Authority
Ministry
of Trade
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Occupational pension
plan: defined benefit,
defined contribution, or
hybrid

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

There are 70 registered provident funds and private sector corporations running voluntary occupational
pension plans. Since 2007, the Republic Of Turkey Ministry Of Treasury and Finance has been in charge of
actuarial supervision of these plans. Foundations provide different types of benefits. Most of them use the
Unit Credit calculation method. Some of them just provide lump sum, while the others provide pension or
both of them. Additionally, some foundations provide fixed return or minimum return.
For DB type of plans, the risk belongs to the foundation or sometimes to plan sponsor (foundation and
sponsor can be different from each other). However, in some situations, if the foundation has a bad actuarial
balance or if it has high actuarial deficit, the foundation can reduce the benefits which are offered to active
members, so the risk can be on the active members or on deferred member. These members encounter the
risk of getting less benefit than the currently retired ones.

Personal pension plans:
defined contribution

Employer-sponsored group accounts. The contract is between employer and pension company. Employer
pays contributions on behalf of participants.

These plans include individual savings (retirement) accounts, group personal pension accounts operated on a
defined contribution basis.

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

Plan sponsor

Social Security
Institution

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Mandatory

DB hybrid-mixed, DC Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula
In case of OYAK, by ref. to
a formula and dividends
Various guarantees
paid from the group
companies

Book reserve (nonautonomous) and
autonomous funds

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula/by ref.
Benefit guarantee
to contributions paid

Plan sponsor and
members

Plan sponsor

Book reserve (nonautonomous) and
autonomous funds

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB hybrid-mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula/by ref.
Benefit guarantee
to contributions paid

Plan sponsor and
members

Plan sponsor

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

No

No

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Personal pension plan:
These plans are set up under personal pension system and operate on a DC basis. Employer contributions are
defined contribution (autoPension fund
optional.
enrollment)
Insurance and Private
Pensions Regulation
and Supervision
Agency
Capital Markets
Employer-sponsored
Board of Turkey
group accounts

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Mandatory for
employees who
fall under the
scope of autoDC unprotected
enrollment law but
they can opt out
after 2 months in
the system.

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Pension fund

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

No

Yes

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Voluntary
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''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

X

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

Office for National
Statistics (ONS)

UNITED KINGDOM

X

DESCRIPTION

Occupational pension
schemes Pension Act
1995

X
Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
(APRA) and
Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). Data
are also compiled by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

None

Plan sponsor and
Pension Protection
Fund

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Yes

By ref. to a formula

None

Plan sponsor and
Pension Protection
Fund

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

No

Yes

No

By ref to contributions paid None

None

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref to contributions paid None

None

None

None

Plan sponsor

None

None

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pension insurance
contract

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Personal pension plans

Contract based arrangements between an individual and an insurance company – these can be arranged on a
group basis through an employer. Personal pension data are collected as part of data collection from
insurance companies, but those companies cannot distinguish between assets/investments linked to pension
business and other investments.

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Stakeholder pensions

Stakeholder pensions are a form of personal pension which can be provided through an employer on a group
Pension insurance
basis. Data included in insurance statistics, but those companies cannot distinguish between assets and
contract
investments linked to pension business and other investments.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Occupational, trust-based pension schemes regulated by the Pensions Regulator where the fund is self
Sponsored
by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
administered.
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
Occupational
based pension
regulated
by the Pensions
Regulator
where
the fund
is
For hybrid DBtrust
accounts,
the fundschemes
sponsor (i.e.
the members’
employer)
ultimately
carries
the investment
risk
Occupational
pension
managed superannuation
administered
by an of
insurance
company.
for
the
DB
portion
the
member’s
account.
The
member
carries
the
investment
risk
for
the
DC
portion.
schemes
Pension Act
fund: corporate
Data
included
insurance benefit
statistics,
but those companies
cannot distinguish
assets and
investments
For DC
plans, in
a member's
is dependent
on the contributions
made andbetween
net investment
earnings.
There
1995
linked
to
pension
business
and
other
investments.
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.

Occupational pension
plans for government
Occupational pensions schemes for the payment of pensions to or in respect of persons specified as
workers - Public Service government workers. The Pensions Regulator (TPR) oversees the governance and administration of public
Pensions Act (PSPA)
service schemes outlined under PSPA Act 2013.
2013

X

AUSTRALIA

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Benefit level

Benefit level

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None
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COUNTRY data exists in
GPS

TYPE OF FUND
SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

X

Pension fund

X

Sponsored by a single non-government employer, or group of employers. Either defined benefit, defined
contribution, or hybrid. Employer contributions may comprise or exceed the mandatory 9.5% contribution.
Benefits can be pension, lump sums, or combinations thereof. Trustees are independent or Board must
comprise of equal numbers of employer and employee representatives.
Occupational trustee
For hybrid DB accounts, the fund sponsor (i.e. the members’ employer) ultimately carries the investment risk
managed superannuation
Pension fund
for the DB portion of the member’s account. The member carries the investment risk for the DC portion.
fund: corporate
For DC plans, a member's benefit is dependent on the contributions made and net investment earnings. There
is no risk sharing in DC plans. Where there are pensioners in the fund they are in a separate division/pool to
the active members. For DC benefits, whether active member or allocated pension member, each member
bears the risk of his/her superannuation account/investment.
Private pension fund:
defined benefit plans

X

Federal Reserve
Board Flow of Funds
Accounts,
Department of the
Treasury,
Department of
Labor, Census
Australian
Prudential
Bureau, Office
of
Regulatory Authority
Personnel
(APRA) and
Management,
Australian
Taxation
Federal
Retirement
OfficeInvestment
(ATO). Data
Thrift
are
also compiled by
Board
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

DB hybrid — Fixedinterest credit cash
balance

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

None

Plan sponsor and
PBGC

Yes

Capital guarantee based on
notional (not actual)
contributions. Most benefits
By ref. to a formula with a paid in lump sum at
None
fixed rate interest credit
termination, but if
participant elects annuity,
benefit level is guaranteed
after payments start.

Plan sponsor and
PBGC

Active and deferred
members bear all or Plan sponsor and
some investment
PBGC
risks

Benefit level

Assets of defined benefit private pension plans, including those held at life insurance companies (e.g. GICs,
variable annuities).

X

AUSTRALIA
UNITED STATES

(Pension fund / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which either
Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer /
Risk-sharing
The employer The employer
access can be linked to employment or professional activity , or
(benefit level / annuity
Guarantor
plan can be linked to
social partners
Benefit calculation
(plan sponsor / active
can or has to provides access to
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor / pension
access is not linked to employment or professional activity);
members / deferred
employment or
establish the (by ref. to a formula / by ref. to
guarantee / fixed return /
fund / insurance company /
contribute the (default) plan
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
contributions paid)
members / pensioners /
professional activity
plan
absolute minimum return /
none)
(Yes
/
No)
(Yes
/
No)
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed, defined
none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)
relative minimum return / none)
contribution protected or defined contribution unprotected

Private pension fund:
401(K) type plans and assets of defined contribution private pension plans, including those held at life
defined contribution plans insurance companies (e.g. GICs, variable annuities).

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Capital guarantee based on
notional (not actual)
By ref. to a formula with a
contributions. Most benefits
variable rate interest credit
paid in lump sum at
ranging from treasury bill
termination, but if
rate to actual return on
participant elects annuity,
assets
benefit level is guaranteed
after payments start.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

DC unprotected

Yes

Generally
employers
don't
contribute to
their
employee's
IRA accounts
No
but in certain
types of IRAs,
employers can
make
contribution
for their
employees.

No

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB hybrid —
Variable-interest
credit rate Cash
Balance

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Individual retirement
accounts (IRAs)

All IRAs, including Keogh accounts at depositories and Roth IRAs. The vast majority of IRAs are not
accessed through employment or professional activity, and these are described in the items on this row
regarding employer contributions, providing access, and establishment of a plan. There are some IRAs,
however, that people do access and contribute to through their employers. For certain employment-linked
IRAs, the employer does establish a plan and make contributions.

Bank / Inv. co.
managed fund

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
linked to employment or
professional activity

X

State and local
government employee
retirement funds

Defined benefit pension funds sponsored by states and municipalities.

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional and
hybrid/mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

X

Federal government
National Railroad Retirement Investment Trust, and non-marketable government securities held by the civil
retirement funds: defined service retirement and disability fund, Railroad Retirement Board, judicial retirement fund, military retirement Pension fund
benefit plans
fund, and foreign service retirement and disability fund.

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

X

Federal government
retirement funds: defined Federal Employees Thrift Savings Plan.
contribution plans

Pension fund

Occupational pension plan Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to contributions paid None

None

None

X

Annuity reserves at life
insurance companies

Pension insurance
contract

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to contributions paid Annuity purchase price

None

Insurance company

X

Excludes unallocated insurance company contracts which are included with private pension plans.

Voluntary
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

ALBANIA

GPS

SOURCE

Occupational pension
fund

X
Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority

DESCRIPTION

A pension fund under a contract between an employer and a
management company, for the purposes of providing retirement
benefits for its employees. Occupational pension schemes can only be
set up by employers. An employer can establish an occupational
pension plan for his/her employees by entering into a contract with a
management company that will provide retirement benefits for the
Pension fund
employees. Under this occupational pension plan, an employee who is
willing to be a member of this plan may sign on a voluntary basis
another contract with the management company. The contributions are
paid by the employer and even by the employee if s/he is willing to do
it.

A pool of assets owned by pension unit-holders. Individuals can open
personal pension schemes on a voluntary basis by signing a contract
Voluntary pension fund
with a management company. Contributions are only paid by
individuals in this case.

X

Mandatory pension
funds

X

ARMENIA

CATEGORY

Central Bank of
Armenia

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Pension fund

Individual, defined contribution pension funds. Financed by the
individual’s basic income and co-financed from the state budget
(Government matching is currently 2.5% out of 10% of income, to be
gradually set to 5% out of 10% by 2023). Administrated by private
pension fund management companies. Plan members are guaranteed to
receive their contributions adjusted by inflation. The participant's
pension account balance is checked, when s/he claims the pension
Pension fund
account balance at pension age. Accordingly, person's contributions
are inflation-indexed, and the guaranteed amount is paid if necessary.
The guaranteed amount of inflation-indexed contributions is paid once
for each participant. After receiving the guaranteed amount, the
participants purchase mainly annuities from life insurance companies
(other pay-out types are lump-sum, programmed withdrawals).

Individual, defined contribution pension funds. Administrated by
pension fund management companies. Other pension plans (funded
pension deposit plan and defined benefits plan) are not significant.
Any individual can save in voluntary pension schemes regardless of
the employment status. The person pays for pension products offered
by the pension plan providers (financial organisations), regardless of
the origin of the contributions paid (examples of such contributions
might be savings, inheritance, employment income, salary, bonuses,
Voluntary pension funds royalties, rent...). But the voluntary pension plan can be provided by
the employer totally, as well as partially (similar to occupational
plans), where the employer and employee co-finance the contribution
for the employee. In that case the plan is linked to employment.
Generally the asset management company initiates the voluntary
pension fund and offers fund units to the public (current situation in
Armenian market). But, the voluntary pension fund may be inititated
by the employer (or group of employers), then the fund is established
by the employer.

Pension fund

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

none)

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active members

None

None

Active members

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

Yes

No

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Inflation-indexed capital
None
guarantee

Guarantee fund

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

None
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

ALBANIA

GPS

SOURCE

X

National
Superintendence for
Pension Funds

DESCRIPTION

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

Closed pension funds:
Defined Benefit plans

Traditional definition. Still dominant in terms of fund assets, but most
are closed to new entrants.
Overall, the regulation (Art. 21, Lei Complementar nº 109/2011) states
that a shortfall (when assets do not cover liabilities) will be solved by
both sponsors and members, according to the proportion of their
Pension fund
contributions. Therefore, if employees contribute with 50% of the
scheme, they will make extra-contributions to compensate 50% of the
total shortfall. Alternatively, the benefit will be reduced, also
considering the proportion of the employees’ contribution to the
scheme.

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

Plan sponsor,
members and
pensioners

Plan sponsor

Closed pension funds:
Defined Contribution
plans

Plans where the retirement benefit accumulation is pure DC and where
the retirement benefit payouts also continue to be a direct function of
participant’s account balance. Association plans are DC, and any new
civil service complementary plans will be DC. However, it is important
to note that many employer-sponsored DC plans provide defined
benefits in the event of pre-retirement death or disability. These “risk
benefits” closely resemble those found under occupational DB plans in
several countries and under separately insured group life insurance and
group long term disability contracts. In other words, the benefits are
often a direct function of salary or of the projected retirement benefit. Pension fund
The closed pension fund self-insures these benefits and thus is required
to submit actuarial reports. As an alternative to self-insurance, there
are no major legal impediments to either the plan sponsor or the
pension fund purchasing group death and disability insurance contracts
from insurance companies, but the insurance industry has shown little
interest in offering such products. A new law on reinsurance was
introduced in 2008, removing the state reinsurance monopoly and
allowing foreign reinsurers. Whether this will have any positive
impacts on closed pension plans and funds remains to be seen.

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority

X

BRAZIL

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in National

SOURCE
Superintendence for
Pension Funds

CATEGORY

Closed pension funds:
Variable Contribution
plans

Occupational pension
plan

Open Entities traditional plans

Open entities offer pension plans which are not necessarily linked to
employment. They offer their services to employers, employees, the
self-employed and unemployed individuals.
Companies may set up an open pension plan for their employees
through open entities, in the following ways:
- As a contracting third party: in this type of plan, the company
contracts the plan and makes it available to its employees without,
however, participating in the funding. It plays a role as managing
party of the contract only.
- As a sponsor: in this type of plan, the company also participates
funding totally or partially the cost of the plan for its employees.
In open plans, the actuarial and financial risk lies with the Insurer or
EAPP (private pension open entity), even if the company acts as a
sponsor.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority
X

X

Superintendency of
Private Insurance
(SUSEP)

DESCRIPTION

They are also sometimes called “mixed plans”. These need to be
understood, as they are an important characteristic of the Brazilian
pension scene, and because they create special challenges for both
pension funds and the regulator. Variable contribution plans are again
pure DC during the retirement accumulation phase, but they retain the
life annuity obligation (if any) after retirement. Under this scenario,
the pure DC retirement accumulation is converted at retirement to a
lifetime pension - always with indexing and often with a survivorship
feature – and the fund retains the obligation. Again, actuarial
valuations clearly are required for such benefits. The problems of
increasing longevity have been masked in recent years by extremely
Pension fund
favourable investment returns and by an ever-increasing focus on
programmed withdrawals (with no mortality implications) and partial
lump sums as the primary forms of retirement benefit payout. Again,
the life insurance industry could play a much greater role, but this is
not really happening for a variety of reasons. It should nevertheless be
noted that insured life annuities are available under several forms of
open pension funds, and one route to arms length annuitization on an
individual basis would be to further encourage retirees to transfer their
DC retirement capital to such open plans (as allowed under article 14
of Law 109).

BRAZIL

ALBANIA

GPS

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Pension insurance
contracts

Voluntary

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

DB hybrid-mixed Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid (during the
accumulation
phase) / by ref. to
a formula (for
the pay-out)

DC protected

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to a
formula

Yes

None (during the
Plan sponsor,
accumulation phase) /
members and
Benefit level (during the
pensioners
payout phase)

Pension fund (in
the pay-out
phase)

Benefit level

Insurance
company

None

BRAZIL
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

ALBANIA

GPS

X

X

SOURCE

CATEGORY

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Open Entities - PGBL
Authority
and VGBL plans
Superintendency of
Private Insurance
(SUSEP)

Open Entities - other
variable contribution
plans

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Open entities offer pension plans which are not necessarily linked to
employment. They offer their services to employers, employees, the
self-employed and unemployed individuals.
Companies may set up an open pension plan for their employees
through open entities, in the following ways:
- As a contracting third party: in this type of plan, the company
contracts the plan and makes it available to its employees without,
however, participating in the funding. It plays a role as managing
party of the contract only.
Pension insurance
- As a sponsor: in this type of plan, the company also participates
contracts
funding totally or partially the cost of the plan for its employees.
In open plans, the actuarial and financial risk lies with the Insurer or
EAPP (private pension open entity), even if the company acts as a
sponsor.
PGBL and VGBL are variable contribution plans with flexible
contribution and investment options, and without return guarantees in
the accumulation phase. During the payout phase, these types of plans
guarantee the annuity payment.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

Open entities offer pension plans which are not necessarily linked to
employment. They offer their services to employers, employees, the
self-employed and unemployed individuals.
Companies may set up an open pension plan for their employees
through open entities, in the following ways:
- As a contracting third party: in this type of plan, the company
contracts the plan and makes it available to its employees without,
however, participating in the funding. It plays a role as managing
party of the contract only.
- As a sponsor: in this type of plan, the company also participates
funding totally or partially the cost of the plan for its employees.
In open plans, the actuarial and financial risk lies with the Insurer or
EAPP (private pension open entity), even if the company acts as a
sponsor.
Plans in this category are variable contribution plans with flexible
contribution and investment options, and with relative minimum
return guarantee in the accumulation phase. During the payout phase,
these types of plans guarantee the annuity payment.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

Pension insurance
contracts

DC unprotected

DC protected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

none)

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None (during the
accumulation phase) /
None
benefit level (during the
payout phase)

None (during the
accumulation
phase) /
Insurance
company (during
the payout phase)

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Relative minimum return
(during the accumulation
None
phase) / benefit level
(during the payout phase)

Insurance
company
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

BULGARIA
ALBANIA

X

COSTA RICA

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority
Supplementary
voluntary pension funds
(VPF)
Financial
Supervision
Commission (FSC)

X

DESCRIPTION

Every natural person, who has reached the age of 16, may be insured
Supplementary
in a VPFOS. The coverage of the insured persons in these funds is
voluntary pension funds
stipulated in a collective bargaining agreement or in a collective
with occupational
contract between the sponsoring undertaking and the persons. Each
schemes (VPFOS)
person insured at a VPFOS has an individual account.

X

X

CATEGORY

There are two types of mandatory pension funds in Bulgaria, universal
and professional. Public and private-sector employees and selfSupplementary
employed persons born in 1960 or later must become members of a
mandatory universal
Pension fund
UPF. Each employee, working under specific conditions (labour
pension funds (UPF)
categories I and II - under heavy and hazardous conditions) must,
regardless of their age, become a member of a PPF in addition to the
UPF. PPF are not organised by the employer and individuals may join
the fund of their choice. The contribution to the mandatory private
pension schemes is a part of the total social security contribution
Supplementary
collected by the National Revenue Agency which transfers the parts of
mandatory professional the contributions to the respective funds. The contribution for
Pension fund
pension funds (PPF)
mandatory pension funds is a percentage of the monthly insurance
income. This percentage is determined in advance by the law.

Mandatory scheme based on individual accounts. The contribution rate
is 4.25% of the employee's taxable income. This mandatory fund
complements the pension from the basic pillar. When an employee gets Pension fund
the pension in the public system, s/he must also get the pension in the
complementary system.

X

X

There are three special DC complementary schemes for some public
Complementary
workers: BCR, BCAC and ICT. Members of these funds are also
mandatory occupational
members of the ROP, but make a reduced contribution to ROP
DC schemes
(2.75%).

X

Pension fund

Pension insurance in the VPF is carried out on a fully-funded principle
on the basis of defined contributions. Every natural person, who has
reached the age of 16, may voluntarily insure himself or herself or be
insured in VPF. Each person insured at a VPF has an individual
Pension fund
account. The participation in a supplementary voluntary pension fund
starts from the moment of the conclusion of a pension insurance
contract.

Mandatory
supplementary pension
scheme (ROP)

X

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Four mandatory pension schemes for some public workers (CCSS,
ICE, Fvenlot) and workers of a SOE (BNCR). Members of these
Complementary
schemes are also members of the ROP, but make a reduced
Superintendencia de
mandatory occupational
contribution to ROP (2.75%). When members of BNCR leave the
Pensiones
DB schemes
scheme before retirement, benefits are paid by reference to
contributions paid.

Voluntary schemes

Voluntary scheme based on individual accounts. Contributions are set
by the participant and are tax exempted up to a limit.

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Relative minimum return None

Pension
insurance
company

Relative minimum return None

Pension
insurance
company

Occupational pension
plan

None

None

None

None

None

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

None

None

None

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

Plan sponsor and
Plan sponsor
members

Pension fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

COSTA RICA
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Superintendencia de
Pensiones
TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means

COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

Alternative regime
schemes

X (since
2017)

ALBANIA

CATEGORY

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Alternative regime schemes - first pillar (Teachers and Judiciary). The
schemes are set up by separate legislation as substitutes for the PAYG Pension fund
financed public pension scheme.

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DB traditional

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

Yes

none)

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

Members

State / pension
fund
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

CROATIA

ALBANIA

GPS

SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

X

This is so-called second pillar (as described in the World Bank's
pension model). Mandatory defined contribution is equivalent to 5% of
monthly salary. There are 4 mandatory pension fund companies, each
of which operates three funds with different risk profiles (A-highest
risk profile, B-moderate risk profile, C-lowest risk profile). They are
governed by the Mandatory Pension Funds Act.
Albanian Financial
As prescribed by the article 113 of the Mandatory pension fund Act
Supervisory
(2014), every pension fund member is guaranteed a return in the
Authority
amount of the reference return for the corresponding category of
pension fund reduced by twelve, six or three percentage points for
Mandatory pension fund category A, B or C, respectively. The reference return of pension funds Pension fund
is calculated for the previous calendar year for every category of
pension funds as the annual arithmetic return of the corresponding
Mirex index for the previous three years period. The annual Mirex
index return is the weighted mean of the annual rates of return of all
the pension funds of the same category, whereby the weight of a
particular pension fund is calculated as its weight in the total NAV of
all the pension funds of the same category on the last working day in
the calendar year. If the average annual return of the pension fund over
the period of the previous three calendar years is lower than the
guaranteed return, the guarantee scheme will be activated.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Relative minimum return Active members

Pension company

X

Croatian Financial
Services
Voluntary open pension
Supervisory Agency fund
(HANFA)

This is so-called third pillar (as described in the World Bank's pension
model). Membership is voluntary, and open to anybody. The state
Pension fund
contribution is added to clients’ accounts if the conditions required by
law are met. Funds are governed by the Voluntary Pension Funds Act.

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active members

None

Voluntary closed
pension fund

This is so-called third pillar (as described in the World Bank's pension
model). Membership is voluntary, but only possible for employees of
the sponsoring company. Employers can contribute to participants'
Pension fund
accounts; contributions bring tax advantages; the state contribution is
added to clients’ accounts if the conditions required by law are met.
Funds are governed by the Voluntary Pension Funds Act.

Occupational pension
plan

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active members

None

Pension Insurance
Company (Mandatory
pension fund pay-out
phase)

Pension insurance company in charge of the pay-out phase and
governed by the Act on Pension Insurance Companies.
Contributions may be transferred from the mandatory pension funds,
voluntary open pension funds or voluntary closed pension funds after
the accumulation phase.
As prescribed by the article 111 of the Act on Pension Insurance
Companies (2019), pension (resulting from contributions in mandatory
pension funds) shall be calculated according to the total accumulated
contributions of the member in mandatory pension funds, taking into
account the age of the member, other biometric risks, as well as the
type of pension plan. Moreover, as prescribed by the article 116 of the
Act, the Pension Insurance Company is obliged to adjust the amount of
pension to the changes in the Consumer Price Index at least twice a
year.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

No

By ref. to
formula

None

Pension
insurance
company

X

X

Pension insurance
company (Pay-out
phase of the pension
fund)

Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

No

No

Benefit level
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
ALBANIA

GPS

X

X

Partially

SOURCE

CATEGORY

Mandatory individual
Albanian Financial accounts
Supervisory
Authority

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Personal Pension Plans managed by private exclusive business
companies called AFP. Access to these plans is mandatory when
individuals enter the formal labour market. An employee can choose
the AFP s/he wants to join, but if s/he does not choose any, s/he will be
assigned to the AFP which most of the employees belong to.
Mandatory defined contributions equivalent to 9.97% of monthly
salary. Employer contributes 7.87% and employee 2.10%. This
Pension fund
pension plan is based on individual capitalisation. Each member
possesses an individual account in which his/her contributions are
deposited. These are capitalised and earn the yield of the investments
made by the Administrators with the Funds’ resources. A relative
minimum return is guaranteed and is calculated using the weighted
annual average minus 2%.

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

(Yes / No)

Yes

No

No

none)

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Relative minimum return None

Pension fund

State

None

Occupational Pension Plans generated by three institutions (Central
Bank, Reserves Bank and Teachers' Welfare Institute). Both the
Superintendence of
employer and employee contribute to a common fund, but there is a
Pensions (SIPEN)
Occupational Pension
register of the individual contributions and the yield of the investment
Plans generated by the for each member. Those plans operate with the same standards of the
Central Bank, Reserves Individual Capitalisation System, but the beneficiaries' contributions
Pension fund
Bank and Teachers'
and benefits could be higher.
Welfare Institute
These plans are considered DB mixed because both the benefits and
the employee contributions are fixed. Benefits are determined
according to how many years the member has worked and by his/her
salary.

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DB mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Relative minimum return
only for Central Bank
None
and Reserves Bank
Occupational Plans

Complementary pension plans operated with the same standards of the
Individual Capitalisation System, but there is a complementary account
Complementary pension separated from the individual account of the member. The additional
Pension fund
plans
cost of those plans is covered by the employers and employees. Those
plans are managed by private exclusive business companies (Pension
Fund Administrator).

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

ALBANIA
EGYPT

DESCRIPTION

Schemes which guarantee a lump sum of money or monthly pension
DB-type private pension payments to the members or their beneficiaries after retirement or
schemes
death, based on their last salaries and years of service. Employees
choose the founder agent to establish the schemes.

X

GEORGIA

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

Pension fund

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

Active members

Pension fund

DC private pension
schemes

Schemes which guarantee the retirement benefits depending on the
accumulated contributions of the members in addition to the return on
Pension fund
investment of fund's money. Employees choose the founder agent to
establish the schemes.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Relative minimum return Active members

Pension fund

Mandatory Pillar 2
pension fund

Individual, defined contribution pension fund launched on 1 January
2019. Financed by 4-6% of the individual’s basic income (2% from the
individual, 2% from the employer and 0%-2% from the state budget
depending on the income bracket of the individual).
Pension fund
Administrated by the Pension Agency of Georgia. Governed by Law of
Georgia (passed in 2018) on Pension Saving and corresponding
National Bank of Georgia regulations.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

No

By reference to
contributions
None
paid and returns
generated

Egyptian Financial
Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Supervisory
Authority
Authority

X

X

National Bank of
Georgia

Banks may provide non-state pension schemes, only through an
Insurance State
Voluntary personal
enterprise established or acquired exclusively for the purpose of
Pension fund,
Supervision Service pension plans (non-state conducting such activities ('bank subsidiary'). Insurance companies
Pension insurance
of Georgia
pensions)
may also provide non-state pensions and non-state pensions insurance contracts.
on the basis of an insurance license and registered pension schemes.

Personal pension plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

DC

Yes

Yes

Yes

By reference to
contributions
paid and returns
generated

None

None

None

Pension fund /
insurance
company
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

The Occupational or Work-Based Pension Scheme is a mandatory
defined contribution plan which is financed solely by individual
(employee) contributions (5% of Basic Salary before tax). Employers
can set up or register a mandatory occupational/work-based pension
scheme. Section 129 of the National Pensions Act, 2008 (Act 766) as
amended provides the following conditions under which a mandatory
occupational pension scheme can be registered or established:
(a) Corporate Trustee can set up or register a mandatory occupational
pension scheme;
(b) Two or more Individual Trustees can also set up a mandatory
Pension fund
occupational pension scheme;
(c) A company and one or more individuals.
Under the 3-Tier Structure in Ghana, employers do not contribute to
the Mandatory Occupational or work-based scheme. The employer’s
responsibility or role is to deduct and remit the 5% to the mandatory
occupational pension scheme every month on behalf of the worker
(employee).
The scheme is administered by Corporate Trustees or Individual
Trustees licensed by the regulator. Outpayments are in the form of
lump sum.

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active members

None

X

The Provident Fund Scheme is a voluntary defined contribution plan
usually funded by both the employer and the employee. Employers are
allowed to set up provident fund schemes. There is no fixed
contribution rate. However, employers and employees can make up to
Provident Fund Scheme 16.5% of the latter's basic salary before tax. The Scheme is
Pension Fund
administered by Corporate Trustees or Individual Trustees licensed by
the Regulator. Outpayments are usually in the form of lump sum and
allowed after 10 years. Withdrawals before the 10 years attract tax.
The risk ultimately lies with the members (contributors).

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active members

None

X

The Personal or Group Personal Pension Scheme is a voluntary defined
contribution plan targeted at the informal sector and the self-employed.
There is no fixed contribution rate. The Scheme is also administered
by Corporate Trustees or Individual Trustees licensed by the Regulator.
Contributors usually have two accounts, a personal savings account
Pension fund
and a retirement account. Early outpayments can be made after 5 years
tax free from the savings account. Outpayments made before five years
are taxable. Outpayment from the retirement account is only permitted
on retirement. Outpayments from the retirement account could be used
to purchase an annuity.

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority
X

GHANA

ALBANIA

GPS

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

National Pensions
Regulatory
Authority

Occupational/WorkBased Pension Scheme

Personal/Group
Personal Pension
Scheme
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GUERNSEY

GIBRALTAR
ALBANIA

GPS

SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

X

Occupational Pension Scheme operated as an 'umbrella' arrangement
administered by the Treasury Department of HM Government of
Investment company Occupational Pension
Gibraltar. Membership is available to private sector employers wishing managed funds
Plan
to provide pension arrangements for employees. Not regulated.

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active and
None
deferred members

X

Occupational Pension Schemes provided by Insurance Companies and
administered by licensed pension scheme trustees and administrators.
Pension insurance
Membership is available to employees of the sponsoring employer.
contract
Regulated by the GFSC if greater than 100 members. Registered with
the GFSC if between 15 and 99 members.

Occupational Pension
Plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active and
None
deferred members

Occupational Pension Schemes provided by Insurance Companies and
administered by licensed pension scheme trustees and administrators.
Pension insurance
Membership is available to employees of the sponsoring employer.
contract
Regulated by the GFSC if greater than 100 members. Registered with
the GFSC if between 15 and 99 members.

Occupational Pension
Plan

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
formula

Benefit level

None

Pension insurance
contracts

Personal Pension Schemes provided by licensed Personal Pension
Pension insurance
Scheme Operators. Membership is avaialable to anybody. All schemes
contract
are registered with the GFSC.

Personal Pension Plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active and
None
deferred members

Personal Pension Plan

Individual pension fund, contract scheme or trust managed or
administered by a Fiduciary Licensee in accordance with the definition
of a Pension Scheme in section 2(1)(e) of the Regulation of
Pension fund
Fiduciaries, Administration Businesses and Company Directors, etc
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2000

Personal pension plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Personal Pension Plan

Multi-member personal pension fund, contract scheme or trust
managed or administered by a Fiduciary Licensee in accordance with
Pension fund
the definition of a Pension Scheme in section 2(1)(e) of the Regulation
of Fiduciaries, Administration Businesses and Company Directors.

Personal pension plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Single employer pension fund, contract scheme or trust managed or
administered by a Fiduciary Licensee in accordance with the definition
of a Pension Scheme in section 2(1)(e) of the Regulation of
Pension fund
Fiduciaries, Administration Businesses and Company Directors, etc
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2000

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Occupational Pension
Plan

Multi-employer pension fund, contract scheme or trust managed or
administered by a Fiduciary Licensee in accordance with the definition
of a Pension Scheme in section 2(1)(e) of the Regulation of
Pension fund
Fiduciaries, Administration Businesses and Company Directors, etc
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2000

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Occupational Pension
Plan

Single employer pension fund, contract scheme or trust managed or
administered by a Fiduciary Licensee in accordance with the definition
of a Pension Scheme in section 2(1)(e) of the Regulation of
Pension fund
Fiduciaries, Administration Businesses and Company Directors, etc
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2000

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Albanian Financial
Occupational Pension
Supervisory
Schemes
Gibraltar
Financial
Authority
Services
Commission
(GFSC)

X

Guernsey Financial Occupational Pension
Plan
Services
Commission

Plan sponsor
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

CATEGORY

Pension fund

ALBANIA
GUYANA

X

X

X

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Albanian Financial
Occupational Private
Bank
of Guyana
Supervisory
Pension Plans
Authority

Funded pension plans established under trust by sponsoring employers.
These plans are employment based and are separate from the
sponsoring undertaking. They are established for the exclusive benefit
Pension fund
of the employees of the sponsor with the main purpose of providing
pension benefits in connection with which the fund is established.

Pension fund

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

Plan sponsor,
active members, Plan sponsor,
deferred members pension fund
and pensioners

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Fixed return

Active members, Pension fund,
deferred members insurance
and pensioners
company

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active members,
deferred members None
and pensioners

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

HONG KONG,
ALBANIA
CHINA

GPS

SOURCE

X

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Mandatory provident
fund (MPF) schemes

Mandatory provident fund schemes are privately managed, fully
funded, defined contribution schemes. While "master trust schemes"
are schemes of open pension funds, "industry schemes" and "employer
Pension fund
sponsored schemes" are schemes of closed pension funds. Each MPF
scheme has different constituent funds (e.g. guaranteed funds, bond
funds) which scheme members can choose.

Occupational
Retirement Schemes
(ORSO schemes)

ORSO schemes are retirement schemes set up voluntarily by employers
to provide retirement benefits for their employees. An ORSO registered
scheme can be governed by trust or being the subject of or regulated by
an insurance arrangement. The insurance arrangement means an
agreement or arrangement made with an authorised insurer under
which the insurer is responsible for managing the scheme. Prior to the
launch of the MPF System, employers operating ORSO schemes had
the option to apply for exemption from MPF requirements. ORSO
schemes could be defined contribution, defined benefit or hybrid.
ORSO schemes could be either schemes of open or closed pension
funds. Some ORSO administrators offer different terms of capital
guarantees on fund investments of ORSO schemes. Generally, they
may guarantee the value of the unit holding, declare an annual rate of
return, or offer a fixed rate of net return.

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Capital guarantee (only
for guaranteed funds)

Insurance
company or
authorised
Scheme members financial
institution (e.g.
banks) (only for
guaranteed funds)

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

None

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None (capital guarantee
Scheme members None
for certain schemes only)

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority

X

X

Mandatory
Provident Fund
Schemes Authority

Pension fund
Pension insurance
contract

Pension fund
Pension insurance
contract

Plan sponsor
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

DESCRIPTION

NPS introduced in 2004, is mandatory for the central government
employees joined after Jan/1/2004, and adopted subsequently by state
governments for their civil servants and all other citizens including
private sector employees.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

by ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Members,
Pensioners

None

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Optional

No

Yes

by ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Members,
Pensioners

None

Pension fund

Personal pension plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

No

No

No

Yes

by ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Members,
Pensioners

None

National Pension
System-Swavalamban

Indian citizens in unorganised sector of employment can voluntarily
join NPS. It is a low cost version of NPS meant to enrol people of
lower economic strata, such as, self-help groups and affinity groups.
To encourage people from the unorganised sector to voluntarily save
for their retirement and to lower the cost of operations of the National
Pension fund
Pension Scheme (NPS) for such subscribers, the Government has
started contributing Rs. 1000 per year to each eligible NPS account.
This initiative, “Swavalamban”, will be available for persons who join
NPS, with a minimum contribution of Rs. 1000 and a maximum
contribution of Rs. 12000 per annum during a financial year.

Personal pension plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

No

No

No

Yes

by ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Members,
Pensioners

None

Sectoral Pension
Schemes

The schemes or funds include the following–
(i) the Coal Mines Provident Fund and Miscellaneous Provisions Act,
1948;
(ii)the Seamen’s Provident Fund Act, 1966;
(iii) the Assam Tea Plantations Provident Fund and Pension Fund
Scheme Act, 1955;
(iv) the Jammu and Kashmir Employees’ Provident Funds Act, 1961

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

by ref. to formula Benefit level

None

Plan sponnsor

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority
X

National Pension
System- Private

INDIA

X

Pension Fund
Regulatory and
Development
Authority

X

Government/
Autonomous
Bodies/ Line
Ministries or
Departments

none)

Pension fund

National Pension
System- Government

X

ALBANIA

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Indian citizens in private sector employment and in self-employment

Pension fund
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ADMINISTRATIVE NATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

ALBANIA

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

Yes

Fixed return

None

Employer

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

None

Pension fund

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Benefit level

None

Pension fund

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Financial Institution
Pension Funds (FIPF)

Established by banks or life insurance companies. They provide
product for individuals or companies which do not want to establish
Employer Pension Funds. Individuals do not need to have sponsor to
become a member. Individuals could join a FIPF as long as they can
contribute.

Pension fund

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Pension Security

Started in June 2015. Recently only implemented for formal sector.
Contribution declared by the agency (BPJS Employment). Prior to
2030, the benefits provided tally with the accumulated contributions
plus investment return. After 2030 the benefits provided are Defined
Benefits.
Benefits are calculated according to the following formula: 1% x
contribution period x wage.
Pension Security is managed by BPJS Employment on a funded basis.
The employer does not establish the plan but has role to collect
contribution from the employer and employee and then pay it to BPJS
Employment. The employer does not guarantee the funding of the
promise in case of funding shortfall.

Pension fund

Personal plans

Mandatory

DB Hybrid /
Mixed

Old Age Security

Continued from previous program for formal sector, both company and
employer must contribute to OAS, which is managed by BPJS
Employment on a funded basis. The employer does not establish the
Pension fund
plan but has the role to collect contribution from the employer and
employee and then pay it to BPJS Employment. The employer does not
guarantee the funding of the promise in case of funding shortfall.

Personal plans

Mandatory

DC protected

Closed pension fund. There are two schemes: DB and DC.

X
Financial Services
Albanian Financial
Authority (OJK)
Supervisory
Authority

none)

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Pension fund
Employer Pension
Funds

INDONESIA

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Occupational pension
plan

X

X

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected
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ADMINISTRATIVE NATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

Personal pension
scheme

ALBANIA

X

X

DESCRIPTION

A scheme (not being an occupational scheme) which has, or is capable
of having, effect so as to provide relevant benefits to or in respect of
Pension fund
individuals who have made arrangements with the trustee or
administrator of the scheme for them to become members of it.

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority

X

ISLE OF MAN

CATEGORY

Pension fund

Occupational pension
scheme

A scheme established under an irrevocable trust and sponsored by one
or more participating employers who contribute to it, which has, or is
Pension fund
capable of having, effect so as to provide only relevant benefits to or in
respect of employees or former employees of the participating
employers, or previously participating employers.

X

X

X

X

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Isle of Man
Financial Services
Authority

Recognised scheme

A scheme which is managed in and authorised under the law of a
designated country or territory outside the Island if it is of a class
specified by an order made by the Treasury and it is registered in a
register maintained under section 45 of the Retirement Benefits
Schemes Act 2000.

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

Occupational pension
plan

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

Voluntary

DC unprotected

DC unprotected

DB traditional

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

Yes

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

none)

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Members and
pensioners

None

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active members
and/or deferred
members and/or
pensioners

Insurance
company or none

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level or fixed
return

Plan sponsor,
Plan sponsor
active members,
and/or insurance
deferred members
company
and/or pensioners

Benefit level or fixed
return

Plan sponsor,
active members,
deferred members
and/or pensioners

plan sponsor
and/or insurance
company and/or
none

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

formula and
contributions
made

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By reference to
contributions
paid

None

Active members,
deferred members None
and/or pensioners

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level or fixed
return

Plan sponsor,
active members,
Plan Sponsor
deferred members
and/or pensioners

Yes

By ref. to
formula and
contributions
made

Benefit level or fixed
return or none (DC)

Plan sponsor,
active members,
deferred members
and/or pensioners

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

Voluntary

DB traditional

DB mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

plan sponsor
and/or insurance
company and/or
none

ISLE OF M

Isle of Man
Financial Services
Authority
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ADMINISTRATIVE NATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

ALBANIA

GPS

SOURCE

CATEGORY

Permitted scheme

X
Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

An occupational scheme in which:
• at least one of the members of the scheme; and
• in which not more than either 10% or 5 of the active members of the
scheme, whichever is the lower; and
• of which no employer is resident
Pension fund
in the Isle of Man, and for the purposes of the Income Tax Act 1970,
and of which:
• at least one of the trustees is in the Isle of Man or an authorised
person has been appointed in accordance with the provisions of the
Retirement Benefits Scheme Act 2000 and any regulations thereunder

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB mixed

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

Yes

none)

formula and
contributions
made

Benefit level or fixed
return

Plan sponsor,
Plan sponsor,
active members,
insurance
deferred members
company or none
or pensioners
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ADMINISTRATIVE NATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

CATEGORY

Pension fund

ALBANIA

X

X
Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority
Approved
Superannuation Fund

JAMAICA

X

X

Financial Services
Commission

An approved superannuation fund (“fund”) is established under a trust
by an employer for the benefit of its employers. The plan may be either
a contributory or non-contributory fund which determines whether or Pension fund
not employees are mandated to contribute to the fund.
For Hybrid DB pension plans, benefits may be specified in the plan
rules as the greater of the pension that can be provided from a formula
or from accumulated member and sponsor contributions.
For a Mixed DB pension plan, the plan has separate DB and DC
components which are treated as part of the same plan. Benefits under Pension fund
this plan would be calculated per the rules in relation to each
component, depending on the category in which a member falls.
The guarantee for DC protected plans is only in relation to a fixed
return. In Jamaica, some DC plans are invested in arrangements
known as Deposit Administration Contracts which are offered by
insurance companies. In such arrangements, the principal is protected Pension fund
and a rate of interest is guaranteed for a specified period. This rate of
interest is the rate credited to members’ accounts.

X

Pension fund

X

Approved Retirement
Scheme

An approved retirement scheme ("scheme") is also set up under a trust
arrangement. A scheme can only be established by a registered life
insurance company or licensed investment manager to provide pension
benefits for persons who are self employed and employed persons who
are in non-pensionable posts. Employers are not required to contribute
Pension fund
to an approved retirement scheme but may make contributions on
behalf of their employees who are members of an Approved Retirement
Scheme. Benefits are not guaranteed in an Approved Retirement
Schemes which are defined contribution in nature. Members’
retirement benefits are based on their account balances.

Mandatory funded
system

Fully funded pension system (DC) in the Republic of Kazakhstan
started since 1 January 1998. Its design was based on the Chilean
model: fully funded pension system with individual accounts and daily
capitalisation of investment income, with mandatory pension
contributions (10%) of the monthly income of employee and
mandatory occupational pension contributions (5%) of the monthly
income of employee which is sponsored by employer in favor of staff
working in hazardous conditions. Retirement age in Kazakhstan in
2020 is 63 for men and 59.5 for women (is being gradually increased
Pension fund
to 63 by year 2027). The benefits can be withdrawn upon reaching the
retirement age. There is also an option to transfer pension savings to
some insurance company in order to buy a lifetime pension annuity.
This can be done as early as 8 years prior to the official retirement age.
Unified accumulative pension fund JSC (UAPF) is the only
administrator of fully funded pension system in the Republic of
Kazakhstan. The Central Bank (National Bank of the Republic of
Kazakhstan) is the main fiduciary investment manager of all pension
assets and also the custodian bank.

X

KAZAKHSTAN

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

National Bank of
Kazakhstan

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Occupational pension
plan

Occupational pension
plan

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

Voluntary

Voluntary

DB traditional

DB hybrid

DB mixed

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

Yes

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

none)

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

None

Plan sponsor,
pension fund

Yes

By ref. to a
formula / by ref. Benefit level - if DB
to contributions benefit is greater
paid

Plan sponsor,
active members,
deferred
members,
pensioners

Plan sponsor,
pension fund

Yes

Plan sponsor,
By ref. to a
active members,
formula / by ref. Benefit level - for DB
deferred
to contributions component of mixed DB
members,
paid
pensioners

Plan sponsor,
pension fund

Fixed return

Active members,
Pension fund,
deferred
insurance
members,
company
pensioners

Benefit level

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active members,
None
deferred members

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active members,
None
deferred members

By ref. to
contributions
paid

The state guarantees the
safety of pension savings
in the amount of the
mandatory contributions
made during the working
life taking into account
the level of inflation at
the time of reaching the
retirement age. The
None
calculation and payment
of the state guarantee is
made by the state
corporation at the
expense of the state
budget. I.e. the State
guarantees the return on
pension assets at zero
real rate.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

State
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KAZAKHSTAN

ADMINISTRATIVE NATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means

ALBANIA

COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE
National Bank of
Kazakhstan

CATEGORY

Voluntary funded
system

X
Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Voluntary funded system (DC) with voluntary pension contributions
(VPC) transferred by contributors (individual or legal person) to UAPF
on their own initiative in favor of beneficiary (i.e. for his/her own
benefit or for the benefit of another person). VPC rate shall be agreed
between the parties. The VPC could also be made by employers. The
VPC contributor has a right to choose a voluntary pension fund for
Pension fund
his/her VPC. Although, since UAPF establishment until now, there is
no voluntary pension funds, all pension assets and liabilities under
VPC savings are with UAPF. To date, there is still no any voluntary
accumulative pension fund and UAPF is the only entity collecting
VPC. VPC benefits withdrawals age: men – 50; women – 50

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Personal pension plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

No

none)

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

ALBANIA
KENYA

DESCRIPTION

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

Occupational
Retirement Benefits
Schemes

These are employment based and are voluntary basis established by
employers. The schemes are funded through contributions from
employers and employees. The contribution rates vary from one
scheme to the other. Similarly the contributions from employer and
employees also differ. The Design and type also varies from one
scheme to another. However, majority of schemes are Defined
Contribution Pension schemes.

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB, DC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Umbrella Retirement
Benefits Schemes

These schemes have been set up by companies who have fulfilled the
requirements of registration according to the Retirement Benefits Act
and Regulations. Their purpose is to pool companies, usually small or
Pension fund
medium size which may not find it financially viable to establish their
own retirement benefits schemes. It therefore provides a simple and
cost effective vehicle for employers’ retirement benefits arrangement.

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

X

Individual Retirement
Benefits Schemes

The Individual Retirement Benefits Schemes though relatively new,
have been one of the fastest growing components of the retirement
benefits industry. Individual retirement benefit schemes are schemes
operated by independent financial institutions, mostly insurance firms
and membership is open to anyone who wants to save for retirement. Pension fund
This contrasts to the traditional Occupational Retirement Benefits
Schemes whose membership is only open to employees of the company
establishing the scheme. Currently there are around 31 registered
Individual Retirement Benefits Schemes.

Personal pension plan

Voluntary

DC

No

No

No

No

X

This is a mandatory scheme where employers and employees are
mandated to make joint monthly contributions of a flat amount of
Kshs. 400 in total with the employer and employee making flat
amounts of Kshs. 200. The Fund is a Pension Scheme to which every
Kenyan with an income shall contribute a percentage of his/her gross
National Social Security earnings so as to be guaranteed basic compensation in case of
Pension fund
Fund (NSSF)
permanent disability, basic assistance to needy defendants in case of
death and a monthly life pension upon retirement. The benefits are
locked/preserved until age 50 years where one can opt for early
retirement. The Fund is run by a Board of Trustees drawn from various
stakeholders. The workers and employers are represented through their
various associations.

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

X

Each employer has to contribute on behalf of his/her employees to the
Savings Pension. Employees also have to contribute. The obligation for
the employer and employees to contribute begins on the first day of
employment of the employees and ends when the employees reach the Pension fund
pension age. Each employer shall pay an amount equal to 5% of the
total wages of all employees (as defined in this Law); and each
employee shall pay an amount equal to 5% of his or her total wages.

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

X

KOSOVO

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority

X

Retirement Benefits
Authority

Mandatory savings

Central Bank of the
Republic of Kosovo

none)

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Benefit level

None

Pension fund
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means

KOSOVO

COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

LIECHTENSTEIN
ALBANIA

DESCRIPTION

Central Bank of the
Republic of Kosovo

X

MALAWI

CATEGORY

Voluntary savings

The voluntary part provides for, Supplementary Employer Pension
Fund, and Supplementary Individual Pensions. Both of them must be
licensed by the Central Bank of the Republic of Kosovo.

Second pillar pension
plans

Supervised by FMA Liechtenstein. Second pillar pension plans are
mandatory for salaried employees already covered in the first pillar.
Mandatory schemes do not apply to some economically active
Pension fund
categories, e.g. the self-employed. Employers have to contribute at
least 50% of total contributions. As per the end of 2015, only one
pension fund will continue offering Defined Benefit Plans. There are
no personal pension schemes with tax benefits like in Switzerland (so
called 3a Third Pillar Plans).
The level of pensions for members of DC plans depends on the
contributions paid throughout working life. The benefits of the DC
plans are calculated based on the total of the savings contributions plus
interest. The interest rate is not a fixed rate. It can be adapted annually
as long as the statutes foresee an annual adaption. Pensions for retirees Pension fund
are usually paid based on a conversion rate (Umwandlungssatz). The
conversion rate or its calculation bases must be specified in the pension
fund’s regulations.

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority
X

FMA Liechtenstein

X

X
Reserve Bank of
Malawi
X

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Restricted and
unrestricted Pension
funds

Provided by Pension Act and applicable to all employers and
employees in Malawi. A restricted pension fund is a fund whose rules
restrict membership of the fund to officers and employees of a certain
employer and its related bodies corporate. An unrestricted pension
fund is a fund whose rules do not restrict membership of the fund to
officers and employees of a specified employer and its related bodies
corporate.

Pension fund

Pension fund

Pension fund

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Benefi level

None

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Relative interest rate

Active members

None / Insurance
company

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DB Mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Yes

By ref to
contributions
paid

By choice of investment
strategy, some funds do
invest in insured funds
that offer capital
guarantee

Active members

For the specified
guarantee,
insurance
company

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

MALAYSIA

ALBANIA

GPS

X

X

SOURCE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

Albanian
Securities Financial
Private Retirement
Supervisory
Commission
Scheme (PRS)
Authority
Malaysia

PRS complements the existing mandatory system for retirement
savings and is a relatively new industry which was launched in
November 2012. It consists of a comprehensive framework that
includes the Private Pension Administrator, the PRS Providers,
schemes’ trustees and PRS distributors. Each PRS will include a range
of retirement funds that individuals may choose to invest in based on
their own retirement needs, goals and risk appetite. The PRS operates
as a trust structure with the schemes’ trustees ensuring the assets of the Pension fund
funds are segregated from the PRS Providers. The funds under the PRS
will be professionally managed by the PRS Providers with the purpose
of meeting the retirement objective of members. The Securities
Commission regulates and supervises all intermediaries in the PRS
industry via prudential and investor protection requirements.
Employers may contribute to PRS on behalf of employees (it is not
mandatory) and are eligible for tax deduction of up to 19%.

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Yes

Yes

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active members,
None
deferred members

Bank Negara
Malaysia

Annuity plans

Individual or group annuity plans sold, usually to the public or private
entities, and managed by insurance and takaful operators. Plans could
either be deferred or immediate. Generally, these policies are not
linked to employment and are mostly purchased by individuals. The inforce block of annuity plans within Malaysia consist almost entirely of
policies sold to individuals arising from a government initiative to
allow members of EPF to withdraw their savings for the purchase of
annuity schemes for the period 2000-2001.
Generally, the plans provide a guaranteed stream of income once the
annuitant reached the retirement or specified age, either annually or a
more frequent payment (e.g. monthly), as per the annuity contract. The Pension insurance
payment of the guaranteed stream of income can either be for a limited contract
period (e.g. 15 or 20 years) or throughout the lifetime of the annuitant.
As for the deferred annuity, during the accumulation period, apart
from surrender value payment (in the event of early termination), the
plans also provide benefit payment upon death (or total permanent
disability) prior to the retirement age.
In addition to the guaranteed stream of income, the in force annuity
plans sold via EPF withdrawals (discontinued in 2001) also provides
10-year guaranteed annuity certain and the amount of annuity payment
may be increased by a non-guaranteed 2% compound bonus
throughout the vesting period.

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Benefit level (including
guarantees on declared
bonuses)

Members (both
Insurance
active & deferred) company

Employees’ provident
fund

Mandatory public pension provider.

Kumpulan Wang
Persaraan (KWAP)

Government pension scheme.

Employer sponsored
schemes under the
Inland Revenue Board
(IRB) of Malaysia

Voluntary pension schemes.
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

MALTA

ALBANIA
MALDIVES

GPS

X

SOURCE

CATEGORY

Compiled by
Pension Supervision
Department of the
Capital Market
Mandatory Defined
Development
Contribution Pension
Authority, main
Scheme
Albanian
Financial
source of data
from
Supervisory
Maldives
Pension
Authority
Administration
Office

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

Personal pension plan

Mandatory

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Pension fund

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

Occupational
Retirement Scheme

A scheme to which contributions are made solely or partly by an
employer for the benefit of employees.

X

Personal Retirement
Scheme

Any member who satisfies the eligibility criteria may become a
member to the scheme. Subject to regulatory approval, the retirement
scheme may provide guaranteed retirement benefit amounts.

Personal Pension Plan

The primary aim of the plan is to provide policyholders with the
opportunity to build up a sum of money which will be used to provide a Pension insurance
tax-free cash sum upon retirement, and subsequently regular income, contract
thereby supplementing the State Pension.

X

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Maldives Retirement Pension Scheme (MRPS) is a DC pension scheme
mandated by the Pension Act (Law no.8./2009). It is a mandatory
scheme for all local employees working in the Maldives.
All employers and employees both private and government are
required to contribute. The monthly contribution is 7% of the salary
Pension fund
from the employee and 7% from the employer.
Still at the nascent stages, assets are managed by the Maldives Pension
Administration Office (an independent statutory body).
Members only have a choice between two portfolios at the moment
(Shariah and Investment).

X

Malta Financial
Services Authority

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

none)

No

by ref. to
contributions
paid

None

Active members

None

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Yes

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

No

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

MAURITIUS

ALBANIA

GPS

SOURCE

DESCRIPTION

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

The National Pensions Fund was created in 1978 following the
proclamation of the National Pensions Act 1976. It is based on a twotier system in which Government finances payment of the universal
basic pensions whilst earnings–related contributory benefits are paid to
Ministry of Social
insured persons or their dependents, on the basis of contributions paid
Security, National
National Pensions Fund to the scheme by the insured persons and their employers. It is a
Pension fund
Solidarity and
mandatory pension scheme. The employer contributes a standard rate
Reform
AlbanianInstitutions
Financial
of 6% of earnings whilst employees contribute 3%. The NPF is a
Supervisory
defined benefit scheme and at retirement, beneficiaries of NPF would
Authority
receive a monthly pension based on a fixed formula (approximately
equivalent to a third of lifetime earnings)

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref to a
formula

Benefit level

None

Pension Fund

Ministry of Social
Security, National
National Savings Fund
Solidarity and
Reform Institutions

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref to
contributions
paid

Relative minimum return None

Pension Fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to a
formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref to
contributions
paid

Relative minimum return None

X

Financial Services
Commission
X

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

It has been set up in 1995 to replace the Employees Welfare Fund.
This Fund is compulsory in respect to all employees, except noncitizens, of both public and private sector.

Pension fund

Occupational Voluntary Pension Schemes refer to Private Pension
Schemes that operate in Mauritius and licensed by the Financial
Services Commission. They are required to be established as Trusts or Pension fund
Foundations under the relevant Acts. These schemes relate to private
sector workplace pension and they are regulated and supervised under
the Private Pension Schemes Act 2012, promulgated on 1st November
Occupational Voluntary 2012. These schemes consist of approximately 100,000 members. They
Pension Schemes
are predominantly DB schemes but many are currently converting to
DC schemes. In the case of occupational voluntary DC schemes, a
member receives a pension benefit determined by the balance in that
member's individual account at the date of the retirement. No reserves
are held by the scheme as a guarantee in respect of capital, investment Pension fund
income or rates of return, longevity or other contingency affecting the
amount or duration of pension benefits.

Personal Voluntary
Pension Schemes

Personal pension plans are accessible to almost everybody, including
both employed and unemployed people. These products are generally
offered by insurance companies which are licensed by the Financial
Services Commission and are regulated and supervised under the
Insurance Act 2005.

Pension insurance
contract

Insurance
company
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

CATEGORY

MOZAMBIQUE
ALBANIA

X

Albanian Financial
Closed pension funds
Supervisory
Authority

X

X

Insurance
Supervisory Institute
of Mozambique

Open pension funds

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

A pension fund is held to be a closed fund when it relates to only one
sponsor or, if there are a number of sponsors, when there is a business,
associative, professional or social connection between them and their
Pension fund
approval is needed for new sponsors to join the fund. Closed pension
funds may be set up at the initiative of a company, groups of
companies, groups of social or professional associations, or by
agreement between employers' associations and trade unions. There are
no government workers' funded pension arrangements.
With regard to the type of guarantee:
- DB traditional: The formula for DB benefits depends on the specific
rules of the pension schemes. Some plans have minimum return
guarantee, which are usually offered by the pension fund management
Pension fund
entity.
- DC: Usually the guarantees are offered by the pension fund
management entity but can also be provided by the plan sponsor.

A pension fund is held to be an open fund when no bound between
those joining to the fund is necessary and membership of the fund is
solely dependent on acceptance by the pension fund manager. Open
pension funds may be set up at the initiative of any entity entitled to
manage pension funds. Collective membership of an open pension
fund arises when sponsors wishing to join the fund initially acquire
units.

Pension fund

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

Plan sponsor,
members and
pensioners

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Benefit level

Plan sponsor,
members and
pensioners

Pension fund

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Benefit level

Plan sponsor

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

Private Pension Plan
established for public
servants (Government
Institutions Pension
Fund)

NAMIBIA

ALBANIA

X

X

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Fund that has been established for employees of State and parastatal
institutions

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority
Private Pension Plans

X

X

X

Retirement annuity
funds (Private)

Preservation funds
(Private)

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

Multi-employer funds established by sponsor for the benefit of
employees of employers that are not related to each other.

none)

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to a
formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to a
formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Yes

By ref to
contributions
paid

None

Active members,
deferred members None
and pensioners

None

Active members,
deferred
None
members,
pensioners

Funds established by employers for the benefit of employees.

X

Namibia Financial
Umbrella/MultiInstitutions
employer Private
Supervisory
Pension Plans
Authority
(NAMFISA)

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Pension fund

Retirement funds established by plan sponsor for the benefit of
Pension fund or
individuals who do not have access to occupational plans or who wish Pension insurance
to supplement their occupational retirement savings.
contract

Pension fund or
Retirement funds established by plan sponsor to hold/preserve benefits
Pension insurance
that have accrued in another fund.
contract

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to
contributions
paid

Personal pension plans to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

No

By reference to
lump sum
benefits accrued
in another fund None
and returns
achieved with
those lump sums.

None

None

Occupational pension
plan

Personal pension plans to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

NIGERIA

ALBANIA

GPS

SOURCE

X

CATEGORY

Existing Schemes

Organisations operating pension schemes prior to the introduction of
the Contributory Pension Scheme (CPS) wishing to retain the schemes
were either given approval to continue with their legacy schemes
(Approved Existing Schemes (AES)) or given license to manage their
existing scheme (Closed Pension Fund Administrator (CPFA)). The
Pension fund
schemes are mainly Defined Benefits Schemes. The new Act "Pension
Reform Act, 2014" has closed entrance into the CPFA and AES
commencing 1st July, 2014 for new employees of the sponsoring
organisations, albeit, an existing employee reserve the option of
pulling out of the scheme to join the CPS.

Contributory Pension
Scheme (CPS)

Pension Plans managed by private business companies called Pension
Fund Administrators (PFA), while the fund is held in custody by a
Pension Fund Custodian (PFC). Both the PFA and PFC are licensed by
National Pension Commission (PenCom), the Regulatory body of
pension matters in Nigeria. All employers/employees covered by the
Pension Reform Act are entitled to make a mandatory defined
contributions equivalent to a minimum of 8% and 10% for employee
and employer respectively (making 18%) of the monthly emolument of
employee. A participant may decide to make voluntary contribution
(VC) in addition to the mandatory one. In VC, the contributions are
voluntary and the rate is set by the participant.
Income earned on any voluntary contributions is subject to tax at the
point of withdrawal where the withdrawal is made before the end of 5 Pension fund
years from the date contribution was made.
The CPS is a defined contributory scheme, which by its nature
allocates the entire risk (both investment and longevity risks) of the
scheme to the members (contributor and retirees). However, there are
some standby mechanisms established to cushion the impact of some
risks that may occur in exceptional circumstances. These include a
provision for the Minimum Pension Guarantee (MPG) which is being
proposed for individuals whose balances in their RSAs are not able to
provide them with a minimum pension during retirement. In addition,
there is a provision for a Pension Protection Fund (PPF) for the
payment of compensation to retirees for shortfall or financial losses
arising from investment activities due to severe systemic issues.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

Micro Pension Plan

The Micro Pension Plan (MPP) is an arrangement designed to provide
workers of the informal sector and the self-employed with a veritable
means of securing old age income. In line with the provisions of the
PRA 2014, informal sector workers and the self-employed are allowed
to participate in the CPS. The rate of contribution is not fixed, it is to
Pension fund
be determined by the contributors. Every contribution received under
the MPP shall be split into two comprising 40% for contingent
withdrawal and 60% locked and invested for retirement. Contributions
received are managed by the Pension Fund Administrators (PFA),
while the fund is held in custody by a Pension Fund Custodian (PFC).

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority

X

X

National Pension
Commission
(PenCom)

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DB traditional

DC

DC

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

Yes

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

none)

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

The Pensioners
and the Pension
Protection Fund
(PPF). The PPF
provide retirees
access to a
minimum pension
when they
Benefit level (Minimum exhaust the
Pension Guarantee)
balance in their
Retirement
Savings Account
(RSA) or when
the RSA balance
is insufficient to
provide a
minimum
pension.

Pension
Protection Fund
(the Fund is
financed by
Government, the
regulator and
Pension Fund
Operators)

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

The Pensioners
Benefit level (Minimum and the Pension
Pension Guarantee)
Protection Fund
(PPF)

Pension
Protection Fund

Yes

Plan sponsor

Plan sponsor
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

PAKISTAN

NORTH ALBANIA
MACEDONIA

GPS

SOURCE

DESCRIPTION

A pension fund is a mandatory open pension fund within the
mandatory fully funded pension insurance. The pension fund is
Mandatory open pension managed by a specialised Pension Company. Each member of this fund
Pension fund
fund
has an individual account in the mandatory pension fund. Employers
have to contribute to the pension fund on behalf of the employees. The
Law prescribes a formula to calculate the programmed withdrawals.

X

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Agency
for
Authority of fully
supervision
funded pension
insurance - MAPAS
X

X

X

CATEGORY

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Securities and
Exchange
Commission of
Pakistan

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Personal pension plan, to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Pension Fund

Pension Funds are voluntary pension funds, authorised under the
Voluntary Pension System Rules, 2005. These funds are authorised
and regulated under the laws administered by the Securities and
Exchange Commission of Pakistan and managed by licensed Asset
Pension fund
Management Companies. Individuals as well as their employers can
contribute into the pension funds. Employers do not have to contribute
necessarily but they are allowed to contribute for their employees.

Personal pension plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

No

Yes

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Occupational Savings
Schemes (OSS)

Occupational Savings Schemes (OSS) consist of gratuities, provident
fund and pensions (superannuation) schemes in Pakistan. Presently,
there is no register of OSS therefore no information is available about
coverage, investment and benefits of these schemes.

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

DB traditional
and DC
unprotected

Yes

Yes

A pension fund is a voluntary open pension fund within the voluntary
fully funded pension insurance. The pension fund is managed by a
specialised Pension Company. This fund includes both individual
Pension fund
members with personal individual account and participants in different
Voluntary open pension occupational schemes with personal occupational account. One or
fund
more sponsors can organise a pension scheme and then include the
scheme in the pension fund. One or more occupational schemes can be
included in one pension fund. Thus each member of this fund may
have both voluntary individual account and/or occupational account in
Pension fund
the pension fund.

Pension fund

Yes

Yes
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ADMINISTRATIVE NATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

X

PERU

ALBANIA

GPS

SOURCE

CATEGORY

Defined Contribution Personal Pension Plan managed by a private
exclusive business Firm: Private Pension Funds Administrators called
AFP. Currently, there are 4 AFP; each one manages 4 types of funds:
Ultra Conservative Fund (Fund 0), Conservative Fund (Fund 1), Mixed
Fund (Fund 2) and Growth Fund (Fund 3). Fund 0 began operating in
April 2016. Contributions in a Pension System (National or Private)
are mandatory for all employed workers who do not belong to Private
Pension System.
Pension fund
The Private Pension System offers to affiliates for the accumulation
phase a guarantee of a minimum rate of return, which is guaranteed by
the Legal Reserve that is constituted with the AFP's resources and with
other guarantees granted by the AFP.
Members of the pay-as-you-go system (enrolled before the creation of
Private Pension System, December 1992) who decided to enroll to the
Private pension system may receive a government minimum pension
guarantee. Current new members are not protected with this guarantee.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

Risk Labour Regime

Specific regime for members of the private pension system who work
in mining, in mining production, metallurgical or steel production and
civil construction. This regime includes two categories of workers: i)
those workers who contributed to the National Pension System and
then enrolled to the private DC system; and ii) workers who began to
contribute after 2002. These plans receive additional 4% contributions
Pension fund
of the members' salary (2% employer + 2% employee). During the
accumulation phase, there is no guarantee of rate of return. During the
payout phase, the pension provider offers a fixed indexed annuity
(indexed with a 2% annual rate). An insurance company is the
guarantor of the annuity. Future pensioners are not protected with a
government minimum pension guarantee.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

Voluntary Personal
Pension Plan
(Autonomous)

Voluntary Pension Plan Contributions are set by the participant.
Contributions could be made in one or more AFP even in a different
AFP from the one in which the mandatory contributions are. SelfPension fund
employed member can make voluntary pension plan contributions only
if s/he has made the mandatory contribution during that period.

Personal pension plans to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

Albanian Financial
Mandatory Personal
Supervisory
Pension Plan
Authority
(Autonomous)

Superintendence of
Banking, Insurance
and AFP- SBS

X

X

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

DC unprotected

DC unprotected

DC unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

No

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

none)

By ref. to
contributions
paid

By ref. to
contributions
paid

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Minimum rate of return
during the accumulation
phase.
None
Fixed indexed annuity or
government minimum
pension guarantee

Pension fund
during the
accumulation
phase.
Insurance
company or
government.
None in case of
programmed
withdrawal.

Fixed indexed annuity or
government minimum
None
pension guarantee

Insurance
company or
government.
None in case of
programmed
withdrawal.

Fixed indexed annuity or
government minimum
None
pension guarantee

Insurance
company or
government.
None in case of
programmed
withdrawal.
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

SOURCE

CATEGORY

X

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Private pension fund second pillar

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC protected

Private pension fund third pillar

Private pension plan, administered by an institution other than general
government. It is administered directly by a private sector provider (a
pension company, an insurance company or an investment company,
licensed by FSA), without any intervention of employers. Private
pension plan complements public pension plans. A DC plan. The
contribution to the personal pension plans is up to 15% from the
member monthly earnings. Protected and unprotected pension plan.
Membership is settled by the law. Individuals independently purchase
and select material aspects of the arrangements. Voluntary personal
pension plans. By law, individuals are not obliged to participate in a
Pension fund
pension plan.
While in the 3rd pillar there may be no involvement from the employer
in the process of an individual becoming a member of a pension plan,
the individual must be employed / self-employed according to the law.
The contribution to a 3rd pillar pension fund is a fixed amount at the
choice of the member (but less than 15% of salary) and the member
could benefit from matching contributions from his employer; the
employer makes the payment of the contributions on the member’s
behalf.

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC
unprotected/protec Yes
ted

Financial
Supervisory
Authority
(May 2013)

X

DESCRIPTION

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Private pension plan, administered by an institution other than general
government. It is administered directly by a private sector provider (a
pension company licensed by FSA), without any intervention of
employers. Private pension plan complements public pension plans. It
includes public sector workers. A DC plan. A part (2% in the first 2
years, increasing rate of 0.5% per year until 2015 when it reached 5%;
the target was 6%, but in 2016 increased marginally to 5.1%; starting
2018, the contribution rate is fixed at 3.75%) of their social security
contribution (25%) to the public system is transferred to the personal
pension plans. Exception is given to individuals working in the
construction sector who are exempt from contributing to the private
pension system in the period 2019-2028 and their contribution to the Pension fund
social security system is lowered with 3.75% pp. Protected pension
plan. Membership is settled by the law; it is linked to the membership
in the first pillar – pay as you go system. Individuals independently
purchase and select material aspects of the arrangements.
All individuals up to 35 years old who are insured in the social security
system must become participants of the second pillar. Individuals aged
between 35 to 45 years, who are already insured, can become
participants on a voluntary basis.
Once enrolled in the 2nd pillar, participants cannot leave the plan
except in certain conditions stated by the law (death, disability or
fulfilling the conditions of retirement in the public pension system).

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority

ROMANIA

ALBANIA

GPS

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Yes

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

No

No

none)

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Capital guarantee

None

None / Capital guarantee None

Pension fund
management
company

None / Pension
fund
management
company
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

RUSSIAN FEDERATION
ALBANIA

GPS

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

Central Bank of the
Russian Federation
(Bank of Russia)

X

Ministry of Labour
and
SocialFinancial
Albanian
Protection
Supervisoryof the
Mandatory funded
Russian
AuthorityFederation
system
Ministry of Finance
of the Russian
Federation

The system of mandatory pension insurance consists of the pay-as-yougo component (PAYG scheme) and funded component (funded
pension plan). Funded pension is one of the components under the
mandatory pension insurance system for citizens born in 1967 and
Pension fund
later. Funded pensions are managed by the Pension Fund of the
Russian Federation (state institution) and private (non-state) pension
funds (NSPF), depending on the person's choice.

Pension service
provider (Pension
Fund of the
Russian
Federation or
Private (nonstate) pension
fund)

Mandatory

Yes, participation is
DC schemes for
mandatory for all
Yes
funded component
employees

Voluntary

DB traditional,
DB hybrid, DC
unprotected

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to
contributions
paid

None

Active members,
deferred members None
and pensioners

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

No

No

By ref to
contributions
paid

None

Active members,
deferred members None
and pensioners

Personal pension plans to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

No

By ref to
contributions
paid

None

Active members,
deferred members None
and pensioners

Personal pension plan

There is only one
No
pension plan

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Fixing the amount of
pension savings at the
end of every 5th year.
No, all risks are
The amount of pension borne by the
savings can not be lower insured person
than the amount of
pension contributions

Pension Fund of the
Russian Federation

X

SERBIA

SOURCE

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Central Bank of the
Voluntary funded
Russian Federation
system
(the Bank of Russia)

It is run by private pension funds (NSPF). The terms of pension
provision and the system of contributions are established in the
pension contract and in the private pension fund regulations. Various
types of pension plans exist.

Pension fund

Personal pension plan

X

Pension fund

X

A pension fund founded and managed by voluntary pension
management company. Membership can be individual or through
pension plan. Member can be resident and non-resident. Pension plan
can be established by employer, syndicate of employers, professional
association, worker union.
In the case of personal pension plans, contributions can be paid by the
Pension fund
members or a by third party (employer).
The investment risk is borne by members of the fund. As long as these
members owe investment units in pension funds, they share investment
risk, regardless of their status (whether they are deferred members,
members actively paying contribution or members receiving benefits in
instalments).

X

National Bank of
Serbia

Open pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Depends on the conditions of the pension plan

Private pension
fund
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

ALBANIA

DESCRIPTION

Pension fund established
for public servants
Funds that have been established by special laws for employees of the
(Government Employees State and certain parastatal institutions.
Pension Fund)

X

X

CATEGORY

Albanian Financial
National
Treasury
Supervisory
under
the
Authority relevant
laws
Pension funds
established for
parastatal institutions
established by special
laws

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Pension fund

Pension fund
Funds that have been established by special laws for employees of the
certain parastatal institutions.

Other

Pension fund
X

SOUTH AFRICA

Other

X
Occupational Pension
funds, Occupational
Provident funds

Voluntary retirement funds established by employers for the benefit of Pension fund
employees.
Other
It is voluntary for employees to establish or participate in a pension
fund, but if the employer establishes/joins a pension fund, it is
compulsory for employees to belong to the fund, based on the
eligibility criteria contained in the rules of the fund.
Pension fund

X
Other

X

Financial Sector
Conduct Authority

Umbrella funds/Multiemployer funds,
including bargaining
council funds, union
funds, sectoral funds

Multi-employer funds established by service provider or a sponsor for
the benefit of employees of employers not related to each other.
It is voluntary for employees to establish or participate in a pension
fund, but if the employer establishes/joins a pension fund, it is
compulsory for employees to belong to the fund, based on the
eligibility criteria contained in the rules of the fund.

Pension fund
Other

Pension fund
X
Other

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Occupational pension
plan

Occupational pension
plan

Occupational pension
plan

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

DB traditional

DB traditional

DC unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

Yes

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

none)

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

Plan Sponsor and
pensioners in
respect of pension
benefits post
Plan sponsor
retirement. No
risk sharing
before retirement.

Yes

By ref to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

Plan Sponsor and
pensioners in
respect of pension
benefits post
Plan sponsor
retirement. No
risk sharing
before retirement.

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

Plan Sponsor and
pensioners in
respect of pension
benefits post
Plan sponsor
retirement. No
risk sharing
before retirement.

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

SOUTH AFR
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Financial Sector
Conduct Authority

TYPE OF FUND

''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

ALBANIA

X

X

SOURCE

CATEGORY

Retirement Annuity
Funds

Albanian Financial Preservation funds
(including unclaimed
Supervisory
benefit funds)
Authority

DESCRIPTION

Retirement funds established by service providers/sponsors for the
benefit of individuals who do not have access to an occupational
retirement fund or additional retirement provision.
Voluntary participation on an individual basis.

Retirement funds established by sponsor/service provider to hold
/preserve benefits that have accrued in another fund until retirement.
Voluntary participation on an individual basis.

X

SURINAME

X

Company pension funds, which are fully funded funds and normally
based on collective labour agreements. Access and contributions
depend on what is included in the pension rules and regulations of a
pension fund, and thus differ from each pension fund. In some cases,
Voluntary pension funds
the benefit calculation is determined by the years of service, the
pensionable salary and the result of the financial year. The reference
Centrale Bank van
salary (average, final pay or in-between) depends on what is stated in
Suriname
the pension rules and regulations.

X

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

Personal pension plans to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC

No

No

No

Personal pension plans to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB hybrid

Yes

Yes

Pension fund

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC unprotected

Yes

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DC protected

This is registered as
a (life) insurance
Personal pension plan
contract.

Voluntary

DC protected

Pension fund

Pension fund
Other

Collective insurance
contracts

In accordance with the Pension funds and Provident funds Act, an
employer may give employees the opportunity to conclude an insurance Pension insurance
contract, with an insurer that is under supervision. The premiums are contracts
in accordance with the agreement.

Personal plans

In accordance with the law, employees individually can with or
without permission/involvement of the employer access a personal
pension plan with a supervised insurer. This is allowed for every
resident.

Voluntary

none)

No

By ref to
contributions
paid

Depend on the type of
annuity purchased by the None
annuitant

Annuity provider,
depending on the
type of annuity
purchased

No

No

By ref to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Benefit level and net
result

Plan sponsor and
active and
pension fund
deferred members

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to
contributions
paid

None

Active memebers None

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to
contributions
paid

An absolute amount and
an additional amount
None
related to interest

Insurance
company

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

By ref to
contributions
paid

An absolute amount and
an additional amount
None
related to interest

Insurance
company
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

Mandatory Schemes

X

TANZANIA
ALBANIA

CATEGORY

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Occupational based
Authority
Voluntary Schemes
Social Security
Regulatory
Authority

X

Personal Voluntary
Schemes

DESCRIPTION

Tanzania has five mandatory DB pension funds of which both
employer and employee contribute on a PAYG basis. A reform has
been undertaken towards merging the schemes and the discussion is
still on going.

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Pension fund

There are two types of voluntary schemes: those that are administered
by approved administrators which in most cases cover informal sector
members or formal employees who are willing to save more to
Pension fund
supplement the benefits from mandatory scheme; and voluntary
schemes run by employers which are also known as occupational based
schemes where members are those employed by the employer running
the scheme. The occupational based schemes run by employers are
linked by employment. Voluntary schemes run by approved
administrators are not linked to employment. The contribution rate in
these voluntary schemes is flexible and depends on ones’ ability.
Currently, Tanzania has 12 voluntary schemes, of which 6 are
administered by the mandatory schemes. The remaining 6 voluntary
schemes are run by employers. The voluntary schemes provide benefits
that are linked to members' contributions and return from investments.
Pension fund
For occupational based schemes the employer may or may not
contribute for occupational based schemes depending on the agreement
between the parties i.e. a sponsor and the member.

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Occupational pension
plan

Occupational

Personal plans, to which
access is not linked to
employment

Mandatory

Mandatory

Voluntary

DB traditional

DB traditional

DC protected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

No

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

none)

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Yes

Formula for
retirement
benefits,
Benefit level
Contributions
paid for benefits
before retirement

Plan Sponsor and
Plan sponsor
active members

No

Formula for
retirement
benefits,
None
Contributions
paid for benefits
before retirement

Plan Sponsor and
None
active members

Benefit level

None

Plan sponsor
(Government)
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

ALBANIA

GPS

X

SOURCE

Securities and
Exchange
Commission

CATEGORY

Securities and
Exchange
Commission

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

Provident fund

Occupational pension
plan

Government Pension
Fund (GPF)

GPF is a defined contribution pension system for civil servants under
2nd pillar, established in 1997. It is designed to provide an add-on
defined contribution scheme to the existing defined benefit scheme
administered by the Ministry of Finance (Old Civil Service Scheme:
PAYG Scheme)
Pension fund
Contribution membership is mandatory for eligible officials who join
the government service after the fund’s inception (March 27, 1997),
but is voluntary for officials who entered the government service prior
to this date.

Occupational pension
plan

National Savings Fund
(NSF)

NSF is the safety net for self-employed workers not covered by
Government Pension Fund or Provident Fund. It started operation in
August 2015. The applicant must be at least 15 years old but not
exceed 60 years old. Member is required to save no less than 50 baht
but not more than 13,200 baht a year (not require to save monthly).
The government also will contribute its part according to members'
age. For members aged 15-30 years old, the government's contribution
will be 50% of members' contribution, but not more than 600 baht a
Pension fund
year.
For those aged 30-50, the rate is 80% but not more than 960 baht a
year. It goes up to 100% for members aged 50 or more but not more
than 1,200 baht a year.
The Fund provides a relative minimum return guaranteed at Avg 1
Year Fixed Deposit Rate of Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural
Cooperatives & 5 Major Commercial Banks.

Personal pension plans to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

Retirement Mutual
Funds

The Retirement Mutual Fund (RMF) is an investment vehicle designed
to promote retirement savings through tax incentives guided by the
government’s policy. The RMF is suitable for investors who wish to
Pension fund
save for retirement, especially those who do not have other retirement
saving welfare in place such as government pension fund or provident
fund, or else wish to further enhance their current retirement savings.

Personal pension plans to
which access is not linked
Voluntary
to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

No

No

No

THAILAND

National Savings
Fund

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

A provident fund is set up voluntarily between employers and
employees. Assets of the fund consisting of money contributed by both
employers and employees are further managed by asset management
companies. The fund will not pay interest or dividend to members.
Moreover, members are not entitled to withdraw part of their saving
Pension fund
before termination of membership. Upon termination of membership
from the fund, members will receive all of their contribution and its
incurred benefits, and will receive a certain amount of employer's
contribution and its incurred benefits according to the fund article.

Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority

Government
Pension Fund

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Voluntary

Mandatory

DC unprotected

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

none)

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

Yes

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

plan sponsors,
members and
pensioners.
Beneficiaries
receive the
Relative minimum return maximum of the Pension fund
actual return and
the guaranteed
return at banks' 1
year Fixed
Deposit Rate.

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

None

None
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TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

UKRAINE
ALBANIA

GPS

SOURCE

Albanian
UkrainianFinancial
law
Supervisory
"About
the non-state
Authority
pension
provision"
X

URUGUAY

X

CATEGORY

Mandatory
accumulation system

Not yet implemented.

Voluntary (freewill)
accumulation system

The private pension provision was introduced in Ukraine in 2004.
Three types of non-state pension funds (NPFs) can be founded on the
freewill basis: open, corporate, professional, providing pension services
to Ukrainian citizens and foreigners. Freewill non-state pension funds
Pension fund
are created as separate legal entities with the status of non-profit
organizations. Contributions to NPFs are the property of their members
that can be inherited by members of their families. NPFs are obliged to
inform participants regarding the amount of their pension savings.

Open pension fund

Personal Pension Plans managed by four private exclusive business
companies called AFAP. Each AFAP manages one fund for workers
under 55 years old and one fund for workers beyond that age.
Mandatory defined contributions are equivalent to 15% of monthly
salary exceeding $ 48,953 and up to $ 146,859. Alternatively, workers
earning less than $ 48,953 can take the option (irrevocable) to
Pension fund
contribute with a complementary 7.5% of their monthly salary up to
$48,953, instead of funding the public defined benefit 'pay as you go'
system. An employer contribution of 4.5% of monthly salaries is
limited to the case of certain professions with early retirement regimes
(hazardous jobs).

Superintendencia de
Servicios
Financieros Banco
Central del Uruguay

X

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

Open pension fund

Only in case of workers with more than one job, a contribution of 15%
of the part of the salary exceeding $ 146,859 is collected. That
Pension fund
contribution could be redeemed at will or voluntarily left in the
pension fund.

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

(Yes / No)

none)

Mandatory

Personal pension plan

Voluntary

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Mandatory
linked to employment or
professional activity

Personal pension plan,
to which access can be
Voluntary
linked to employment or
professional activity

DC unprotected

DC unprotected

DC unprotected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Only in the
case of
hazardous jobs
No
with early
retirement
regimes.

No

No

No

No

By ref. to
contributions
paid

None

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Relative minimum
return. Annual yield
average for each fund on
the last 36 months must
be not less than average
None
yield of the system (all
funds managed by the
four AFAP) minus 200
basis points, if it drops
under 200 basis points.

Pension fund

By ref. to
contributions
paid

Relative minimum
return. Annual yield
average for each fund on
the last 36 months must
be not less than average
None
yield of the system (all
funds managed by the
four AFAP) minus 200
basis points, if it drops
under 200 basis points.

Pension fund

Active members

None
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ADMINISTRATIVE NATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE OF FUND
''X'' means
COUNTRY data exists in

GPS

SOURCE

CATEGORY

ZAMBIA
ALBANIA

X
Pensions &
Private Occupational
Insurance Authority Pension Schemes

DESCRIPTION

(Pension fund / Book
reserves / Pension
insurance contract /
Bank managed fund /
Investment company
managed fund)

These are employment based and are established on a voluntary basis
Pension fund
by employers. The schemes are funded through contributions from
employers and employees. The contribution rates vary from one
scheme to the other. Similarly the contributions from employer and
employees also differ. The design and type also vary from one scheme
to another. However, the majority of schemes are Defined Contribution
Pension fund
Pension schemes.

OECD CLASSIFICATION
TYPE OF PLAN:
- Occupational pension plan or personal pension plan (to which
either access can be linked to employment or professional
activity , or access is not linked to employment or professional
activity);
- Mandatory, quasi-mandatory or voluntary;
- defined benefit traditional, defined benefit hybrid/mixed,
defined contribution protected or defined contribution
unprotected

Occupational pension
plan

Voluntary

DB traditional

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAN/FUND

Type of guarantee
The access to the
The employer
The employer
Benefit
(benefit level / annuity
Risk-sharing
Guarantor
plan can be linked The employer
/ social
provides access
purchase price / capital
(plan sponsor /
(plan sponsor /
calculation
to employment or can or has to
partners
guarantee / fixed return /
active members /
pension fund /
to the (default)
(by ref. to a
professional
contribute
establish the
formula / by ref. to absolute minimum return / deferred members / insurance company
plan
(Yes / No)
activity
plan
/ none)
contributions paid) relative minimum return / pensioners / none)
(Yes / No)
(Yes / No)

Yes

(Yes / No)

Yes

Yes

none)

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

Reserves in the
Active members,
fund to preserve a
deferred members
member's capital
and pensioners
contribution

Benefit level

Sponsor

Plan sponsor

Occupational pension
Plan

Voluntary

DC protected

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref to
contributions
Capital guarantee
paid plus interest

Individual Pension
Plans

Some employers do not set up or participate in any pension scheme.
The Individual Pension Plans have been introduced to bridge the gap
in provision of retirement saving products which have predominantly
been occupational based. Individual pension plans are available in the
Pension Fund
form of a pension fund as well as insurance products. The plans are
Pension insurance
offered by independent financial institutions, mostly insurance firms,
contract
Fund Administrators and membership is open to anyone who wants to
save for retirement. Employers support employees choosing to make
personal arrangements by facilitating deduction of contributions at
source and remittance to the insurance company or fund administrator.

Personal pension plan

Voluntary

DC protected

No

No

No

No

By ref to
contributions
Capital guarantee
paid plus interest

None

Insurance
Company

Public Occupational
Pension Scheme

There are two occupational pension schemes in this category
established by Law. The Public Service Pension Fund which was
established to cover civil servants and defence forces, and the Local
Pension fund
Authorities Superannuation Fund for Utility companies, municipal and
city councils. The Schemes were closed to new entrants following
Pension reforms in 2000

Occupational pension
scheme

Mandatory

DB traditional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

By ref. to a
formula

None

Plan sponsor

X
Albanian Financial
Supervisory
Authority

Benefit level

